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ABSTRACT 

Slip in centrifugal compressors arises from imperfect guidance of the flow by the impeller blades 

and reduces the work input delivered by the impeller, and slip models are typically used to predict 

slip in preliminary design. However, slip models are typically calibrated with data that are not 

representative of modern aerospace compressors (i.e. pumps, turbochargers, or industrial 

compressors) and do not account for the variation of slip factor with operating condition. A 

generalized meanline model for centrifugal compressors is developed to interrogate slip in 

centrifugal compressors from a one-dimensional design perspective. The meanline model is used 

to investigate the efficacy of slip models for predicting the slip factor and work input of modern, 

high-speed impellers at design and off-design conditions. Three slip models are used to predict the 

performance of five impellers, four of which are documented in the open literature. All three slip 

models generally overpredict the slip factor, and the largest error in the prediction of slip factor 

typically occurred near design speed. In addition, the analysis shows a close correlation between 

slip factor and two key design parameters of machine Mach number and loading coefficient over 

the entire compressor operating range. Finally, error propagation analysis shows that the error in 

impeller work input is proportional to the error in slip factor scaled by the square of machine Mach 

number and reveals the inherent challenge of accurate prediction of work input for high-speed 

machines. 

Finally, a new method of modeling slip factor and work input for centrifugal compressor impellers 

is presented. Rather than using geometry to predict the behavior of the flow at the impeller exit, 

the new method leverages governing relationships to predict the work input delivered by the 

impeller with dimensionless design parameters. The approach incorporates both impeller geometry 

and flow conditions and, therefore, is inherently able to predict the slip factor at design and off-

design conditions. Five impeller cases are used to demonstrate the efficacy of the method, four of 

which are well documented in the open literature. Multiple implementations of the model are 

introduced to enable users to customize the model to specific applications. Significant 

improvement in the accuracy of the prediction of slip factor and work input is obtained at both 

design and off-design conditions relative to Wiesner’s slip model. While Wiesner’s model predicts 
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the slip factor of 52% of the data within ±0.05 absolute error, the most accurate implementation of 

the new model predicts 99% of the data within the same error band. The effects of external losses 

and flow blockage on the model are considered, and the new model is fairly insensitive to the 

effects of both phenomena. Finally, detailed procedures to incorporate the new model into a 

meanline analysis tool are provided in the appendices. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 Motivation 

Gas turbines have developed into a mature technology with a large body of research available for 

the foundations of modern applications. Designers draw on a wealth of historical data, available 

in the form of experimental correlations and analytical models, combined with advanced 

computational methods to achieve extremely efficient power generation. As the accessibility of 

high-performance computing has rapidly increased over recent decades, the use of complex three-

dimensional (3D) simulations to augment the design process has become more common. Despite 

the continued improvement of computational capabilities and turbulence models for three-

dimensional models, the one-dimensional (1D) design approach remains a critical component of 

turbomachinery design. Key features of the compressor and turbine are established in the 

preliminary design phase using one-dimensional relationships that govern the fundamental flow 

processes of the machine (Japikse, 1996; Jones, 2014), and poor design choices in preliminary 

design cannot be remedied by any amount of optimization during detailed design with 3D 

simulations. Furthermore, three-dimensional simulations are unnecessarily complex for relatively 

straightforward procedures like inlet sizing and have turnaround times that are too large for the 

iterative nature of the preliminary design phase. One-dimensional design tools, on the other hand, 

provide near instantaneous results for review. Thus, the one-dimensional approach has been the 

foundation of the centrifugal compressor design process for decades and will continue to be for 

the foreseeable future. 

However, the inherently one-dimensional, inviscid equations utilized in the preliminary design 

phase do not account for non-ideal flow processes during the compression process. Models must 

be employed and incorporated into the one-dimensional equations to capture the nonideal flow 

processes that occur as a result of the unsteady, three-dimensional, rotational flow generated by 

impellers and diffusers in centrifugal compressors. The entropy generation due to various 

processes such as skin friction and incidence are estimated with loss models. Slip models are used 

to predict the deviation of the impeller exit flow from the impeller exit blade angle, known as slip 

in centrifugal compressors. Because slip and loss strongly influence the work input and efficiency 
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of the stage, accurate estimation of the parameters is vital to success in preliminary design. 

Unfortunately, reliable prediction of slip for the centrifugal compressor design space remains 

difficult despite almost an entire century of research. There are many models available in the open 

literature, but they often require significant tuning to obtain estimations of slip representative of 

actual operation. Since prediction of slip, and by extension work input, remains an inexact science, 

some organizations have developed correlations for specific impeller families instead of relying 

on general slip models (Medic et al., 2014). 

High impeller tip speeds enabled by modern materials have only exacerbated the difficulty in 

accurate prediction of work input. To illustrate this problem, the experimentally measured work 

for Krain’s transonic impeller (Eisenlohr et al., 2002) is shown in terms of total temperature rise 

ratio (TTR) as a function of corrected mass flow rate in Figure 1.1. Alongside the experimental 

observations, which are shown in black,  the work input calculated with the meanline analysis tool 

presented in Chapter 2 with Wiesner’s classic slip model (Wiesner, 1967), is shown in red. Where 

there is a difference between the measured and modeled values, a black-to-red gradated line 

connects the measured and modeled pairs. The experimental and one-dimensional calculations 

agree quite well at low speed, but as wheel speed increases, the predicted total temperature rise 

ratio diverges from the experimental measurements. At design speed, the meanline model 

overpredicts the total temperature rise ratio by more than the measured difference in work input 

between the 95% and 100% speedlines. 

To determine the root cause of the large difference in total temperature rise ratio between the model 

and experiment, the Euler turbomachinery equation is examined:  

 −* = "�#X� − ".#X.. (1.1)

In equation (1.1), * is the compressor work input, " is the velocity of the reference frame, #X is 

the absolute tangential velocity, and the subscripts 1 and 2 are the impeller inlet and impeller exit 

stations, respectively. The Euler turbomachinery equation links the change in angular momentum 

brought about by the rotating blade rows to the enthalpy change of the stage. For axial inlet flow 

(no pre-whirl), the impeller inlet angular velocity term is equal to zero, and the work input is only 
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Figure 1.1: Map of the experimentally measured TTR and calculated TTR for Wiesner's slip 

model applied to Krain’s transonic impeller, with each pair of points connected for reference. 

dependent on the impeller exit tip speed and tangential flow velocity. Since the inlet flow in 

Krain’s experiment was axial, and with the assumption of adiabatic operation, the impeller exit 

velocity triangle determines the temperature rise of the stage. The differences between the model 

and experiment must, therefore, be due to differences in the modeled and actual components of the 

impeller exit velocity triangle. Since the data pairs shown in Figure 1.1 are from the same impeller 

operating at the same conditions ("� is the same for each pair of points), the difference between 

the model and experiment is the result of inaccurate estimation of the impeller exit tangential 

velocity through Wiesner’s slip model. Since the impeller exit tangential velocity is multiplied by 

the impeller exit tip speed, the error in the estimation of slip is scaled by the impeller tip speed 

through the Euler turbomachinery equation and causes large errors in the predicted total 

temperature rise ratio at high impeller tip speeds. 

As shown with the Krain case study, accurate prediction of slip is vital to success in the preliminary 

design phase. This is especially true for high-speed compressors because work input, which is a 

core parameter of stage performance, is more sensitive to errors in the prediction of slip at high 

impeller tip speeds. Much of the discussion in the open literature has emphasized the prediction of 

slip at the design point of lower-speed compressors, pumps, or radially bladed impellers, which 

are not representative of the modern, high-speed centrifugal compressor design space 
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(Lakshminarayana, 1995). Since any error in the prediction of the slip velocity results in a 

corresponding error in work input scaled by the impeller tip speed, models validated for pumps 

and low-speed designs may be inadequate for the high-speed design space. Thus, the challenges 

and considerations when utilizing slip models to predict work input for high-speed compressors at 

both design and off-design conditions must be addressed to improve the reliability of compressor 

preliminary design. 

 Review of Impeller Flow 

One-dimensional models and design tools are not intended to provide detailed insight into the 

complex flow field that develops through a centrifugal compressor. Rather, they are intended to 

give a baseline representation that serves as the foundation for development of a compressor design 

from concept to application. While the one-dimensional tools intentionally simplify extremely 

complex flow fields, an understanding of the basic characteristics of the centrifugal compressor 

flow field is necessary. Therefore, a review of the the centrifugal compressor flow field is prudent 

to establish the fundamental principles of centrifugal compressor work input and pressure rise, as 

well as the flow features that contribute to entropy generation and slip.  

Centrifugal compressors were originally designed assuming no separations through the impeller 

and axisymmetric impeller discharge flow. However, Dean and Senoo's (1960) landmark paper 

describing the “jet-wake flow” proved that this was not the case through experimental 

investigations. The model accompanying the experimental work proposed that the jet-wake flow 

was composed of two discrete regions: the high relative velocity jet on the pressure side of the 

impeller blade and the low relative velocity wake on the suction side of the impeller blade. The 

authors acknowledged that a realistic flow would likely feature smooth velocity gradients between 

the jet and wake regions, but they proposed this simplified approach to improve prediction of 

losses from the existing design approach for which a uniform exit flow field was assumed. 

Since Dean and Senoo’s early work, the understanding of the impeller flow field has been 

drastically improved in conjunction with advancements in instrumentation and data acquisition 

technologies. The impeller velocity field has been characterized with numerous variations of 
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nonintrusive laser measurement systems. A detailed picture of the jet-wake structure was first 

illustrated by Eckardt (1975, 1976). The core flow was observed to tend towards the pressure side 

of the passage which, when interacting with the secondary flows induced by the turn to radial and 

tip leakage flow, creates a pooling of low-energy fluid in the shroud-suction surface corner. The 

wake region occupied 35% of the impeller passage at the trailing edge with steep gradients between 

the jet and wake regions. The flow remained non-axisymmetric through the largest radius ratio 

(1.05) measured in the vaneless diffuser. 

Similar development of the jet-wake flow structure in a radially bladed impeller and vaneless 

diffuser was replicated by Krain (1981) with only small differences attributable to slight alterations 

in geometry. When a vaned diffuser was coupled with the same radial impeller, the diffuser 

potential field had minor effects on the impeller exit flow. The weak influence of the diffuser vanes 

on the impeller flow was likely due to the high vane-leading-edge-to-impeller-exit ratio (�Z/�� = 

1.1) and low Mach number at the diffuser leading edge. Unsteadiness from the impeller discharge 

flow generated flow angle fluctuations greater than 15°, and a high level of unsteadiness persisted 

up to the farthest downstream measurement location, the diffuser throat. 

Researchers investigating the impeller discharge flow have consistently observed the jet-wake 

structure, though its size, shape, and location within the passage appear to be dependent on shroud 

curvature and blade exit angle, among other factors (Cumpsty, 1989; Johnson & Moore, 1980). In 

some cases, the wake has manifested as a large low-velocity region that dominates the impeller 

discharge flow, while in others the wake moved away from the shroud-suction surface corner to 

occupy the mid-passage hub region (Inoue & Cumpsty, 1984; Krain, 1988). While the exact form 

of the wake at the impeller exit is not consistent across impeller geometries, large velocity 

gradients in both the pitchwise and spanwise directions almost universally arise as a result of the 

jet-wake structure, and the downstream diffuser must efficiently recover static pressure from the 

complex impeller exit flow (Gooding et al., 2019). 

In addition to the jet-wake pattern, several additional flow phenomena develop within impeller 

passages, as illustrated in Figure 1.2, that compound the flow complexity inherent to centrifugal 

compressors (Cumpsty, 1989; Ibaraki et al., 2009; Kaneko & Tsujita, 2015; Wood et al., 1983). 
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Vortices develop at the impeller leading edge near both the hub and shroud, and shocks may occur 

near the blade tip in high-speed machines. The tip leakage flow conveys flow from the pressure 

side of the blade to the suction side of the blade through the tip gap between the blade and shroud, 

and the jet and wake may also develop distinct secondary flow patterns. Together these interacting 

flow features further complicate the impeller flow field and impede accurate prediction of 

centrifugal compressor performance. 

 

Figure 1.2: Various flow processes commonly developed within centrifugal compressor 

impellers. 

 Meanline Modeling 

Detailed investigations of the complex flow fields in centrifugal compressors are conducted to 

dissect the component performance of a compressor or delve into the flow features for the 

development of one-dimensional models. In contrast to that, meanline modeling is used to distill 

the spatial and time variant flow field into the mixed-out average parameters at the inlet and exit 

of each blade row in the rotating machinery. The compressor flow field is represented through 

one-dimensional relationships, known as the meanline equations, that govern the flow processes 

of the machine and establish the fundamental characteristics of the stage (Japikse, 1996; Jones, 

2014). 
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Figure 1.3: Meanline representation of flow through a centrifugal compressor impeller with the 

axial and radial directions indicated by � and �, respectively. 

The meanline representation of flow through an arbitrary impeller is shown in Figure 1.3. Rather 

than developing detailed three-dimensional fields that show development of the flow within the 

impeller in the meridional direction, as well as the spanwise and pitchwise variation of the flow, 

the impeller flow is fully characterized by the average flow field at the inlet (station 1) and exit 

(station 2). The 1D modeling approach is, thus, termed meanline analysis: a single point, generally 

located at mid-span of the inlet and exit of each blade row represents the complex, time-variant, 

multidimensional flows inherent to turbomachinery. While the meanline approach is simplistic, it 

provides the fundamental characteristics of the flow that are necessary to achieve the desired 

performance for a new design. In fact, since the meanline equations determine the basic physics 

of any compressor, poor design choices or inaccurate performance predictions in the preliminary 

design phase cannot be remedied by optimization during detailed design with 3D simulations.  

The meanline equations are given in various forms depending on the author and context of the 

application. In all cases, however, the meanline equations ultimately link the desired aerodynamic 

performance of a blade row to the basic geometry required to achieve that performance. Seven 

parameters are necessary to solve the system of equations at each station: (1) mass flux, (2-3) two 

thermodynamic state properties, (4-6) three-dimensional velocity vector, and (7) radial position of 
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the fluid element relative to the axis of rotation (Jones, 2014). The meanline equations are defined 

in equations (1.2) through (1.8) as given by Jones (2014): 

 �� . = �� �, (1.2)

 ℎ[� − ℎ[. = "�#X� − ".#X., (1.3)

 �[� = �[�,\ − BC, (1.4)

 -� = -�3 + 4, (1.5)

 �� = �]��%^_, (1.6)

 �� = �]��%^_, �MJ (1.7)

 23 = 23,]��%^_, (1.8)

where ��  is mass flow rate, ℎ is enthalpy, � is pressure, BC is the loss coefficient, - is the relative 

flow angle, 4 is deviation, � is area, and 23 is the meridional inclination angle with respect to the 

axial direction. The inlet and exit states for the  blade rows are denoted by the subscripts 1 and 2, 

respectively, and correspond to the impeller inlet and exit stations given in Figure 1.3. The 

subscript 0 indicates the stagnation condition, S is the ideal condition (no work input is dissipated 

by entropy generation), V indicates the tangential direction, and � is a parameter associated with 

the blade geometry. Finally, the J��KLM subscript indicates a parameter that is fixed as part of the 

direct-design approach.  In direct design, the stage geometry is set, and the performance is 

calculated. The meanline equations can also be used from the inverse-design approach, in which 

case the aerodynamic performance is specified, and the geometry required to achieve the desired 

performance is the result. Alternate formulations and extensive discussion of the meanline 

equations are given by Japikse (1996) and Whitfield & Baines (1990). 
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The meanline equations, which are the foundation of the 1D design approach, do not inherently 

account for non-ideal flow processes. Without the incorporation of models to simulate loss, BC in 

equation (1.4), and flow deviation, 4 in equation (1.5), the meanline equations give the solution 

for an idealized compression process, denoted by state 02\,`ab in the Mollier diagram of Figure 

1.4. This exit state is the result of an isentropic compression process in which the flow exactly 

follows the compressor blades: the perfect flow guidance (PFG) condition. The idealized 

compression process is not representative of the actual compression process from 01 to 02, and 

thus, models must be introduced to account for the deleterious flow phenomena that result in exit 

state 02. Loss models account for the entropy difference between the ideal exit state, 02\, and the 

actual exit state, as well as the corresponding difference in total pressure between isobars �[�,\ and �[�. 

 

Figure 1.4: Mollier diagram showing the actual compression process as well as the ideal and 

ideal, PFG conditions. 

The losses incurred by the centrifugal compressor impeller are generally split into two groups, 

internal and external losses. A conceptual breakdown of internal losses (orange) and external 

losses (violet) compared to the actual compression process (red, state 01 to state 02) is presented 

in Figure 1.5.  Internal losses arise from entropy generation as a result of phenomena inherent to 

the compression process, such as skin friction, mixing, or incidence, and reduce the total pressure 
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available for a given enthalpy rise. External losses, often referred to as parasitic losses, are 

mechanisms that consume shaft work but do not contribute to the total pressure rise across the 

impeller. As such, external losses often arise from auxiliary mechanisms like recirculation of the 

flow or disk friction at the backface of the impeller. 

 

Figure 1.5: Breakdown of impeller internal losses, impeller external losses, and stationary 

diffusion system losses. 

The losses associated with the stationary diffusion system (SDS), which may consist of various 

combinations of a vaneless space, vaned diffuser, vaneless diffuser, volute, and/or deswirl, are 

represented in light blue in Figure 1.5. Instead generating an enthalpy rise, the stationary diffusion 

system recovers static pressure from the high stagnation pressure flow at the impeller exit. The 

static pressure recovery process is accompanied by entropy generation from state 02 to state 03. 

The sum of the losses across the impeller and diffuser together determine the isentropic efficiency 

of the compression process. 

Loss models are implemented in various ways as a function of the design approach. At the most 

basic implementation, loss is correlated with non-dimensional parameters such as specific speed 

and mass flow coefficient for preliminary estimates of efficiency at the design point (Casey & 
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Marty, 1986; Rodgers, 1979). Casey and Robinson (2012) recently expanded this method from 

exclusively design point prediction to estimation of the entire compressor map with the use of a 

few key nondimensional parameters. A second method utilizes performance correlations 

constructed from empirical data sets to evaluate component efficiencies for a previously tested 

design family. These correlations usually provide better accuracy than other loss models, but they 

require detailed knowledge of the component design family before beginning the design process. 

Lastly, numerous loss models are implemented to independently evaluate the loss associated with 

various deleterious flow phenomena, such as skin friction or incidence. The set of models required 

to completely evaluate the impeller loss through this approach is extensive and varies widely 

depending on the researcher or institution (Aungier, 1995; Coppage et al., 1956; Galvas, 1973; 

Herbert, 1980; Oh et al., 1997). Additionally, the models must be tuned to accurately reflect the 

performance of a particular design (Herbert, 1980). 

An overview of flow phenomena often modeled for loss is provided here, and additional detailed 

reviews of loss models in meanline design are given by Oh, Yoon, & Chung (1997), Whitfield 

(1990), Aungier (1995), Aungier and Cassin (2003), and Chapter 2 of the present work. First 

considering the collection of commonly used internal loss models, incidence loss develops as a 

result of the adjustment of the flow upstream of the blades to the impeller leading edge, and, 

generally, increases as the magnitude of the difference between the relative flow angle and the 

impeller leading edge metal angle increase. The adjustment of the flow to the blockage caused by 

the blades themselves is often considered as a part of incidence loss, as well (Aungier & Cassin, 

2003; Conrad et al., 1979; Petermann & Pfleiderer, 2013). Blade loading loss characterizes the 

pressure difference from the pressure side to the suction side of the impeller blades to estimate the 

loss associated with diffusion and boundary layer growth. Blade loading is a function of the 

impeller solidity and diffusion factor, and excessive loading is associated with large losses and 

boundary layer separation (Aungier & Cassin, 2003; Coppage et al., 1956; Jansen, 1967). Skin 

friction loss develops due to the interaction of the working fluid with solid boundaries throughout 

the impeller flow path and generally increases with increase mass flow rate (Coppage et al., 1956; 

Harley et al., 2013; Jansen, 1967). Impeller tip clearance losses are a function of the number of 

blades and the ratio of the clearance height to the blade height. Clearance losses have been related 

to passage velocities (Jansen, 1967) and blade loading (Aungier & Cassin, 2003). Mixing losses 
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are associated with the viscous diffusion that occurs as a result of the three-dimensional, unsteady, 

and rotational impeller flow (Dean & Senoo, 1960), and have often been modeled using sudden 

expansion analysis (Aungier & Cassin, 2003; Johnston & Dean, 1966). 

Impeller external losses are included somewhat at the discretion of the user (Whitfield & Baines, 

1990). In some cases, like in turbochargers, inclusion of loss through bearings and heat transfer 

may be appropriate. Disc friction loss models, which estimate the loss of shaft work due to fluid 

friction between the backface of the impeller and the stationary housing, should be included for 

comparison with most experiments (Aungier & Cassin, 2003; Daily & Nece, 1960). However, 3D 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models of centrifugal compressors rarely include the flow 

field at the backface of the impeller, so the disc friction losses should generally be neglected when 

comparing the meanline model to 3D simulations. Recirculation losses are intrinsic to the flow 

field, however, and must be included. The phenomenon of recirculation occurs at the impeller 

trailing edge as low momentum fluid is ejected from the impeller at near tangential flow angles, 

and due to the adverse pressure gradient, flows upstream back into the impeller reference frame. 

As the recirculation fluid moves upstream, entropy generation occurs and the fluid is re-worked 

by the compressor, resulting in absorption of shaft work without an accompanying increase in total 

pressure. Recirculation may also occur at the impeller leading edge near the blade tip. Losses 

associated with recirculation often become large and are the primary driver of efficiency reduction 

near stall (Aungier & Cassin, 2003; Coppage et al., 1956; Jansen, 1967; Oh et al., 1997; Stuart et 

al., 2017). 

Unfortunately, explicit validation of each individual loss model is not possible. Various sources of 

loss may be conceptually considered as discreet flow processes, but rigorous separation of each 

loss phenomenon is not possible in experiments or three-dimensional simulations. While CFD 

models offer the opportunity to investigate local entropy generation, attributing the entropy 

generation to a specific phenomenon is difficult. For example, exact partitioning and quantification 

of the loss at the impeller leading edge to skin friction, tip clearance, and recirculation is not 

possible. At best, the losses in experiments and CFD can be allocated to entire stage components, 

like the impeller, diffuser, or vaneless space. Therefore, the loss collections must be considered in 

their entirety, tuned to match a specific impeller family, and extended to similar designs for best 
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predictive results. Context on the contribution of each loss model to the total loss can be 

considered, however (Thanapandi & Prasad, 1990). According to Harley et al. (2013), the relative 

magnitude of the loss arising from each of the incorporated impeller loss models considered was 

fairly similar, with the exception of recirculation which was quite large at low mass flow rates for 

all the loss collections investigated. 

Blockage refers to a reduction in the effective flow area available in compressor passages and the 

last component of flow modeling in the impeller. The geometric area within blade passages is 

rarely representative of the effective area available to the flow: boundary layers and recirculation 

often produce regions of low momentum fluid where the mass flux through a meridional cross 

section is effectively zero. Thus, the effective area available to pass flow through the machine is 

often less than that of the geometric area, and velocity triangles are changed relative to a 

completely unblocked passage due to the effect of flow area on conservation of mass (Dixon & 

Hall, 2013). There are two fundamentally different approaches to the incorporation of blockage in 

meanline analysis. The first is that blockage must be modeled since there is effectively zero mass 

flux through the blocked region and the average fluid state is not valid for the zero-mass flux 

region. The opposite approach is that modeling blockage is fundamentally inconsistent with 

meanline analysis because the average fluid state at the inlet and exit of each blade row must be 

representative of the entire fluid region (Japikse, 1996). While some loss models incorporate a 

blockage factor for estimation of specific losses (Aungier & Cassin, 2003), very few blockage 

correlations to calculate the effect of blockage on velocity triangles are available in the open 

literature. Pampreen's (1981) and Aungier and Cassin's (2003) blockage models are the only 

approaches known to the author, and both have received minimal attention and validation since 

publication. 

Only limited discussion of diffuser loss models is available in the open literature, and most of the 

published work is concerned with vaneless diffusers. Vaned diffuser loss models are unique to the 

blade shapes of each diffuser, and the vanes themselves often do not conform to NACA 

specifications. As such, loss models for vaned diffusers are generally proprietary and unavailable 

in the literature. Vaned diffuser models often correlate impeller exit flow conditions and the area 
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ratio of the diffuser passage. Both Japikse & Baines (1998) and Aungier & Cassin (2003) present 

design and analysis approaches for vaned, as well as vaneless, diffusers. 

In contrast with vaned diffusers, vaneless diffusers are usually modeled through the fundamental 

mass, momentum, and energy equations. With a known inlet and exit radius, as well as known 

inlet conditions from the impeller exit, the diffuser is portioned into small steps, and the 

conservation equations are calculated at each step of increasing radius up to the diffuser exit. The 

primary modeling in vaneless diffuser performance is for estimation of the loss due to skin friction 

between the flow and diffuser. The vaneless diffuser model published by Stanitz (1952) may 

overpredict the loss of vaneless diffuser at small radius ratios but is quite accurate for large radius 

ratio designs (Stuart et al., 2015). Herbert (1980) presented a method similar to that of Stanitz, and 

more recently, a two-zone approach for vaneless diffuser flow was developed (Dubitsky & Japikse, 

2008). 

 Slip in Centrifugal Compressors 

While loss models account for the entropy difference between thermodynamic states 02  and 02\,`ab in Figure 1.4, the difference in predicted exit stagnation enthalpy between the two states 

is due to the phenomenon of slip in centrifugal compressors. The maximum available work input 

for any centrifugal compressor occurs at the perfect flow guidance condition for which the impeller 

exit flow tangential velocity, #X�,`ab , is maximized, as shown in Figure 1.6. In this case, the exit 

relative flow angle, -�, is identical to the impeller exit blade angle, -�3, and the resulting tangential 

velocity is the difference between the impeller tip velocity, "�, and the intended tangential velocity 

reduction due to backsweep, #'� tan β�g (for radially bladed impellers, the perfect flow guidance 

circumferential velocity is identical to the impeller tip velocity). While the reduction in tangential 

velocity achieved with backsweep is a design choice usually incorporated for improved stability 

and efficiency, the slip velocity, #�$%�, is an unknown and, as shown by the Euler equation, has a 

direct impact on the total enthalpy rise delivered by the impeller: 

 h − * = Δℎ[ = 
�Δ [ = Δ"#X = "�j#X�,`ab − #�$%�k − ".#X., (1.9)
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where h is heat transfer, 
� is the specific heat of air at constant pressure, and  [ is stagnation 

temperature. Since slip is an unknown required to solve the meanline equations, slip models are 

introduced to account for the reduction in impeller work input due to deviation of the flow from 

the blade exit angle. 

 

Figure 1.6: Impeller exit velocity triangle at actual and PFG conditions. 

The flow phenomena that cause slip in centrifugal compressors are qualitatively well understood 

due to extensive research and analysis over the past century. The fundamental cause of slip is often 

explained from an inviscid perspective, though viscosity likely also contributes to slip in actual 

compressor operation. The theory of the relative eddy, which is the foundation of the vast majority 

of slip models available in the open literature, was originally presented by Stodola (1927) in the 

1920’s and is outlined in Figure 1.7. For the case of two-dimensional, steady, potential flow, there 

is no mechanism to generate or destroy vorticity, and irrotational flow entering the impeller must 

remain irrotational throughout the flow field (Greitzer et al., 2007). The bulk flow field in Figure 

1.7a conveys the fluid through the impeller, but, while the fluid is within the impeller passages, 

the fluid is in a rotating reference frame. The condition of irrotationality must be maintained since 

vorticity can neither be created nor destroyed in potential flow fields. Therefore, a secondary flow 

develops in the impeller passages with an angular velocity equal and opposite to the angular 

velocity of the impeller reference frame, Figure 1.7b. The secondary flow, termed the relative 

eddy, satisfies the condition of irrotationality relative to the inertial reference frame. When 
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superimposed on the meridional bulk flow at the impeller exit, the relative eddy causes a reduction 

in the exit tangential flow velocity, i.e., slip, as shown in Figure 1.7. Stodola’s original discussion 

was intentionally simplified and qualitative in nature, but numerous researchers later published 

exact solutions for the potential flow field in impeller passages in which slip was confirmed to be 

an inviscid phenomenon (Busemann, 1928; Greitzer et al., 2007; Hassenpflug, 2010; Reddy, 1954; 

Stanitz, 1949; Stanitz & Ellis, 1950). 

 

Figure 1.7: The potential flow approach to development of the relative eddy through 

superposition of a) the meridional flow field with b) the relative eddy which results in c) the 

inviscid solution of flow through an impeller showing slip at the impeller exit. 

The reduction in blade loading at the trailing edge is an alternate and equivalent approach often 

used to explain the phenomenon of slip. Like in axial blades, the blade loading must decrease to 

zero at the impeller trailing edge to satisfy the Kutta-Joukowski condition. The gradual decrease 

in blade loading corresponds to a reduction in the pitchwise pressure gradient within the passage, 

from which a cross-passage velocity opposed to the direction of impeller rotation arises (Cumpsty, 

1989; Qiu et al., 2011). Whether attributed to the relative eddy or relaxation of the cross-passage 

pressure gradient, the secondary flow within the passage is the root cause of the difference between 
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the actual velocity triangle and the ideal velocity triangle associated with the perfect flow guidance 

condition in Figure 1.6. 

Many models have been developed to predict slip with almost all of them having some basis in 

Stodola’s original approach which used the impeller geometry to predict the impeller exit 

tangential velocity reduction due to slip. Stodola's (1927) original work used the geometry of the 

impeller passage to estimate the size of the relative eddy, Figure 1.8. The radius of the relative 

eddy, ��, is assumed occupy the entire width of the impeller passage and can, thus, be calculated 

according to equation (1.10), 

 �� = ��2 sin 2n+  (1.10)

from which the slip velocity, illustrated in Figure 1.6, can be calculated. In equation (1.10), �� is 

the impeller exit radius and + is the impeller blade number. Since the angular velocity of the 

relative eddy and the impeller itself are equal in magnitude, both sides of equation (1.10) are 

multiplied by the angular velocity, B, to obtain the slip velocity in terms of the impeller exit tip 

speed, equation (1.11): 

 #�$%� = B�� = B��2 sin 2n+ = "�2 sin 2n+ . (1.11)

For large impeller blade numbers the sine term in equation (1.10) can be approximated as 

 sin 2n+ ≈ 2n+ . (1.12)

With the approximation in equation (1.12), the dimensionless representation of Stodola’s slip 

model is obtained by nondimensionalizing the slip velocity with the impeller exit tip speed to 

develop the historical definition of the slip factor, ?:  
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Figure 1.8: Reproduction of the sketch used by Stodola (1927) to evaluate the slip factor from 

the impeller geometry. 

 ? = 1 − #�$%�"� . (1.13)

The slip factor is substituted into equation (1.11) for the ratio of the slip velocity to the impeller 

exit tip speed to obtain the Stodola’s slip model for radially bladed impellers: 

 ? = 1 − n+. (1.14)

Equation (1.14) must be modified slightly for backswept impeller blades to account for the 

reduction in passage width at the impeller trailing due to backsweep, equation (1.15): 

 ? = 1 − n cos -�3+ . (1.15)
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Shortly after Stodola’s original publication, Busemann (1928) presented an analytical solution for 

two-dimensional potential flow in an impeller with logarithmic spiral blades. The Busemann 

solution is inherently more rigorous than Stodola’s approach since it is based on a theoretical flow 

field rather than geometric relations. Additionally, the Busemann solution generally provided more 

accurate estimations of slip than Stodola’s model. Busemann’s approach was rarely used, however, 

due to the complexity of implementation in the design phase. Stodola’s model requires only 

backsweep and blade number to solve a simple equation, while Busemann’s logarithmic spiral 

blade potential flow solution must be adapted to actual impeller geometries to achieve a 

meaningful value for slip. As such, Stodola’s model became the standard procedure for impeller 

design during the first half of the twentieth century. 

The vast majority of slip models published since Stodola’s and Busemann’s proposals are based 

in the theory of the relative eddy and rely heavily on the impeller geometry to predict the slip 

factor. Reddy (1954) published a solution for radially bladed impellers using a similar approach to 

Busemann with potential flow theory. Stanitz (Stanitz, 1949; Stanitz & Ellis, 1950)  published a 

correlation for slip factor based on a solution of two-dimensional, inviscid flow through a radially 

bladed impeller: 

 ? = 1 − 0.63n+ . (1.16)

Stanitz’s model yielded similar results to that of Stodola with a slightly lower magnitude, and, 

despite being derived specifically for radial blades, it has often been used for backswept impellers, 

as well (Stahler, 1965). 

The landmark study in the investigation of slip is Wiesner’s review in which a slip factor calculated 

from experimental flow measurements was compared to the predicted slip factor for more than 70 

compressors and pumps (Wiesner, 1967). Wiesner developed a simple experimental correlation 

that emulated Busemann's (1928) mathematical results using only the blade exit angle, blade 

number, and impeller radii: 
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 ?s = 1 − tcos -�3+[.u[ , v�.��w$%'%1 < 5 = exp v−8.16 cos -�3+ w. (1.17)

The correlation in equation (1.17) was satisfactory up to a limiting radius ratio, 5, of the impeller 

inlet tip radius, �., to impeller exit tip radius, ��. In the cases that the radius ratio is exceeded, the 

correction in equation (1.18) is applied: 

 ?s,�0}} = ?s ~1 − ���.��� − 51 − 5 �Z�. (1.18)

Wiesner evaluated the accuracy of equation (1.17) and equation (1.18) relative to Busemann’s 

solution, which the correlation was intended to match, as well as Stodola’s and Stanitz’s model. 

The predicted slip factor for each model was compared to an experimentally calculated slip factor, 

and the percentage of points within a relative error of ±5% of slip factor was quantified. Of the 

four approaches, Wiesner’s correlation calculated the largest percentage of values for slip factor 

within the error band (88%), outperforming Busemann’s original potential flow solution. Less than 

60% of the data were predicted within the ±5% relative error band for Stodola’s and Stanitz’s 

models. 

Since Wiesner’s review, slip has remained a widely discussed topic in the field of centrifugal 

compressors. Hassenpflug (2010) presented a solution to the potential flow field of an impeller in 

the incompressible regime, as well as an extensive review of analytical solutions published to that 

point. The so-called “single relative eddy”  (SRE) method was proposed by von Backström (2005) 

in which the relative eddy approach is implemented on the impeller as a whole rather than per 

blade passage. The SRE model proposes that blade solidity is the dominant parameter in the 

relative eddy and, by extension, the determination of slip. As such, the model is a function of the 

impeller exit solidity (the ratio of the blade length, ��, to the blade spacing at the impeller trailing 

edge, ��) and blade exit angle, -�3: 
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 ?�� = 1 − v1 + ��� v����w cos[.� -�3w�.. (1.19)

The constant, ���, can be tuned to fit different impeller families. To improve the utility of the 

model in the meanline design process when the blade length may not yet be known, the author 

provides equation (1.20) as equivalent to solidity at the impeller trailing edge: 

 
���� = �1 − ���+2n cos -�3 , �� =  � �.�� , �.�� ≥ 0.5

0.5, �.�� < 0.5. (1.20)

The tuning constant is beneficial in that the utility of the model is broadened, but it is also a 

detriment in comparing the efficacy of the model to predict slip factor across the design space. The 

SRE model performed similarly to Wiesner’s model in the validations published by the author. 

All the slip models discussed to this point rely only on the impeller geometry, and therefore, the 

flow conditions are neglected in these approaches. Yet, the preponderance of evidence shows that 

slip factor changes throughout a compressor’s operating range (Cumpsty, 1989; Dean, 1971; 

Eckardt, 1980; Sakai et al., 1967; Stahler, 1965). Whitfield first addressed this inconsistency using 

the two-zone modeling approach to investigate the variation of slip factor with flow rate 

(Whitfield, 1974). However, Whitfield’s method relies upon accurate representation of the actual 

diffusion factor achieved by the impeller which is not known in the preliminary design phase. Del 

Greco et al. proposed a model to calculate slip factor throughout the operating range based on the 

familiar parameters of blade exit angle, blade number, and solidity (Del Greco et al., 2009). The 

model was validated with numerous designs and operating points, but it relies on the calibration 

of 10 constants, which creates a significant barrier to its use. 

Qiu et al. utilized the traditional geometric parameters to estimate the effect of the relative eddy, 

but they also incorporated the impeller exit flow coefficient and trailing edge curvature to account 

for the variation of slip at different operating conditions (Qiu et al., 2011). Qiu proposed that slip 
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is due to two primary factors: radial rotation and blade turning rate, which are defined respectively 

in terms of slip as 

 Δ?}(]%($ = ��n cos -�3 sin :�3+  (1.21)

and 

 Δ?1�}_ = ����>�4 cos -�3 vJ-3J� w�, (1.22)

where :�  is the meridional inclinational angle at the impeller exit measured from the axial 

direction, and >� is the impeller exit flow coefficient. The derivative in equation (1.22) is the blade 

turning rate (the rate of change of the blade angle per unit meridional distance) at the impeller 

trailing edge. A third component affecting slip, the passage width variation, is considered 

negligible in the original reference and, as such, is not included in the present work. Each of the 

components is dependent on a shape factor unique to every impeller, ��, defined as 

 �� = 1 − sin n+ sin �n+ + -�3� cos -�3 sin :�3 − !��� cos -�3, (1.23)

where !� is the thickness of the blade at the impeller trailing edge. Qiu indicates that the model is 

applicable only to impellers with inlet-to-exit radius ratios that are less than the shape factor. 

Finally, the slip factor according to Qiu’s method is 

 ?� = 1 − Δ?}(]%($ − Δ?1�}_. (1.24)

Stuart et al. (Stuart et al., 2019) extended Qiu’s model to a multi-zone technique. The authors used 

a recirculation model (Harley et al., 2014) to designate the impeller exit flow as the jet, wake, and 

recirculation zones to calculate the area of the “active flow region” which the relative eddy 

occupies. 
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Equation (1.13) is one of two commonly used definitions of the slip factor. An alternate definition 

of slip factor uses a ratio of the slip velocity to the perfect flow guidance impeller exit tangential 

velocity, but equation (1.13) will be used for the remainder of the present work for its utility in 

comparing slip at different impeller tip speeds. As the slip factor decreases, the amount of slip (the 

magnitude of the slip velocity) increases, and vice versa. Thus, an overprediction of slip factor, 

synonymous with an underprediction of slip or slip velocity, results in an overprediction of work 

input and impeller exit tangential flow velocity. 

 Research Objectives 

Despite the continued advancement of high-fidelity computational simulations, one-dimensional 

modeling is a critical step of the centrifugal compressor design process. At the same time, reliable 

prediction of centrifugal compressor performance through one-dimensional modeling is elusive, 

especially when utilizing tools available in the open literature or in the absence of empirical 

datasets. As such, a generalized meanline model is developed for analysis of centrifugal 

compressors at design and off-design conditions. The meanline model is used to evaluate the 

efficacy of numerous slip models available in the open literature with respect to five centrifugal 

compressor cases with emphasis on the high-speed design space. A new method to model slip and 

work input for centrifugal compressors is developed through consideration of the thermodynamic 

perspective of the compression process rather than modeling behavior of the flow at the impeller 

exit, as is typical of most models currently available in the open literature. 

The Object-oriented Turbomachinery Analysis Code (OTAC) environment within the Numerical 

Propulsion System Simulation (NPSS) computational framework is utilized to develop and 

validate a generalized meanline model for centrifugal compressors. Of the five centrifugal 

compressors cases simulated in the general meanline model, four are documented in detail in the 

open literature. The five cases represent a broad survey of the centrifugal compressor design space 

with emphasis on high-speed impellers. Many loss models and slip models available in the open 

literature are incorporated into the meanline model, and an existing centrifugal compressor case in 

the open literature is used to validate the model. Validation of the meanline model also serves as 
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validation for OTAC to conduct off-design calculations for centrifugal compressors which has not 

been previously documented.  

The efficacy of slip models derived from the theory of the relative eddy is investigated in terms of 

accuracy in prediction of centrifugal compressor work input at both design and off-design 

conditions. One-dimensional data for the open literature compressors is generated by quantifying 

the slip and loss necessary to match the experimentally measured performance. The experimental 

values of slip factor are compared to that predicted by various models available in the open 

literature. The error propagation from misprediction of slip factor to error in the prediction of work 

input is investigated, and the unique challenges associated with predicting the work input for high-

speed impellers are discussed. In the process, the trend of slip factor with various dimensionless 

design parameters is developed. 

Finally, a new method to predict the slip factor and work input for high-speed impellers is 

developed. Stodola's (1927) original method used geometry to predict the size of the relative eddy, 

and by extension, the slip factor associated with a given impeller design. Most models available in 

the literature have followed Stodola’s approach and primarily rely on the impeller geometry to 

predict the behavior of a highly unsteady, three-dimensional flow field at the impeller exit (Qiu et 

al., 2011; Stahler, 1965; Stanitz, 1949; Stuart et al., 2017; von Backström, 2005; Wiesner, 1967). 

Due to errors and inconsistencies in predicting the behavior of a complex flow field chiefly from 

geometry, as well as limited success in predicting slip at off-design conditions, there is significant 

room for improvement in the prediction of slip factor. Therefore, a model is proposed that utilizes 

thermodynamic principles in conjunction with the meanline equations, rather than flow modeling, 

to predict work input and slip factor at design and off-design conditions. 
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2. A GENERALIZED MEANLINE MODEL FOR CENTRIFUGAL 

COMPRESSORS 

A generalized meanline model for centrifugal compressors was developed in the OTAC 

environment within the NPSS computational framework (Jones, 2014, 2015; Numerical 

Propulsion System Simulation (NPSS), 2016) with the goal of investigating centrifugal compressor 

performance from a one-dimensional design perspective. NPSS is an object-oriented code built 

around a linear solver and is intended for use in thermodynamic cycle design and analysis. Various 

elements, such as the inlet, compressor, combustor, turbine, etc., are typically built up to model a 

gas turbine engine. The elements are linked together at flow stations that represent the fluid state 

at the inlet and exit of each component in the system. Since NPSS is object oriented, each element 

may contain various subelements that each contain additional subelements or functions that 

provide data to the top-level component. A turbine element may contain performance maps that 

support interpolation of efficiency and pressure ratio based on mass flow rate and the inlet and exit 

total temperatures, or inlet components might contain models to estimate pressure recovery based 

on the free stream Mach number. 

The NPSS framework features a built-in linear solver that varies user-defined independent 

quantities to satisfy the constraints of additional user-defined dependent quantities. Since the user 

defines the solver setup, dependent quantities can be defined as aerodynamic performance 

parameters or geometry, and the independent quantities are manipulated to satisfy governing 

relationships, such as conservation of mass and momentum. A Jacobian matrix is constructed by 

the solver, and each independent quantity is perturbed with the goal of reducing the error of each 

dependent condition to within a user-specified tolerance. Additional details on the linear solver 

and structure of NPSS are available in the NPSS User’s Guide (Numerical Propulsion System 

Simulation (NPSS), 2016). 

OTAC provides a direct link within NPSS between thermodynamic cycle design and 

turbomachinery component analysis. The object-oriented approach of NPSS, which uses elements 

with flow stations at the inlet and exit of each element, is naturally extended to meanline design 
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and analysis in OTAC. The functionality of OTAC is fundamentally similar to that of NPSS, but 

elements are composed of blade rows rather than engine level components. The blade row elements 

contain the information necessary for meanline analysis, such as blade geometry, rotational speed, 

flow models, etc. The independent quantities and dependent quantities of each blade row are 

structured to allow the solver to satisfy the meanline equations given in equations (1.2) to (1.8). 

The linear solver can iterate on the meanline equations from a direct-design or inverse-design 

approach at design or off-design conditions based on the solver setup. Further documentation on 

OTAC and baseline validation of the code is available in references published by the author (Jones, 

2014, 2015). 

Four well documented centrifugal compressor cases available in the open literature were modeled 

in OTAC: Krain’s transonic impeller stage (SRV2-O), NASA’s low specific speed impeller (CC3), 

Came’s transonic backswept impeller (Came stage B), and Eckardt’s backswept impeller (Eckardt 

impeller A). Additionally, the data set available from the Honeywell Test Single Stage Centrifugal 

Compressor (SSCC) facility was utilized as a validation case. The Honeywell SSCC is a test 

vehicle operated at Purdue University and is outfitted with a wide array of instrumentation for 

various research purposes. The primary design point performance and geometric parameters of 

each stage are given in Section 2.1, as well as the geometric parameters necessary to incorporate 

each compressor into a meanline model. Further documentation for each of the stages can be found 

in the references (Came, 1978; Came & Herbert, 1980; Eckardt, 1978, 1980; Eisenlohr et al., 2002; 

Krain et al., 1995; Kulkarni et al., 2013; Lou, 2016; Lou et al., 2016; Mangani et al., 2012; McKain, 

1997; Skoch et al., 1997). The five stages represent a broad survey of the centrifugal compressor 

design space with emphasis on high-speed speed designs. Many of the loss models available in the 

open literature for centrifugal compressor impellers are incorporated into the model, as well as 

numerous slip models, to support modeling of each stage. A model for loss through vaneless 

diffusers is also included. The resultant meanline model is then validated through comparison of 

Eckardt’s impeller A with the loss collection published by Oh et al. (1997). The model validation 

case also serves as validation for the off-design utility of OTAC for centrifugal compressors, a 

capability which has not been previously documented. 
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 Centrifugal Compressor Cases 

The five centrifugal compressor cases modeled in OTAC represent a broad survey of the 

centrifugal compressor operating space, as shown by the maps of each open literature compressor 

in Figure 2.1. The design point aerodynamic specifications of each impeller are given in Table 2.1 

to accompany the comparison of the compressor operating ranges in Figure 2.1. The definition of 

specific speed utilized in Table 2.1 and through the remainder of the manuscript is  

 �� = >.[.�A[.u�. (2.1)

The inlet flow coefficient, >., and loading coefficient, A, are defined as 

 >. = ��=[.���"� (2.2)

and 

 A = Δℎ["�� , (2.3)

respectively. 

The Krain and Came impellers are both transonic, high-speed impeller designs. They provide the 

largest pressure ratios of the four open literature stages, but they occupy different design spaces: 

Krain’s impeller has a high specific speed while Came’s impeller has a low specific speed. The 

NASA impeller is a lower pressure ratio machine, with a specific speed between that of Krain’s 

and Came’s impellers. Eckardt’s impeller has both the lowest speed and pressure ratio and, thus, 

is not as representative of aerospace applications. However, Eckardt’s studies are widely 

documented, referenced, and used as validation cases throughout the centrifugal compressor 

literature. Eckardt’s impeller is, therefore, included in the present analysis for comparison of the 

present work with that of past studies, as well as to extend the present analysis across high- and  
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Figure 2.1: Impeller total pressure ratio of open literature centrifugal compressors as calculated 

from OTAC. 

low-speed designs. The final compressor included in the analysis, the Honeywell SSCC, is also a 

high-speed stage. The vaneless diffuser configurations of each of the open literature compressors 

are the primary focus of the current work, and as such, much of the proceeding discussion is 

concentrated on the impeller. 

The meridional profiles of each impeller are also indicative of the differences in each impeller 

design, Figure 2.2. With increasing impeller rotational speed, the inducer tip radius generally 

decreases to  minimize the effect of shock losses at the inducer tip (Japikse, 1996). In contrast, the 

impeller exit radius increases with decreasing rotational speed to take advantage of reduced 

mechanical stresses and the centrifugal effect on pressure rise through the impeller. The 

differences in exit radii and mechanical speed between each of the impellers result in significant 

variation of the machine Mach number amongst the four stages. The machine Mach Number, or 

tip-speed Mach number, signifies the general operating regime of each stage and is defined 

according to equation (2.4): 
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Table 2.1: Aerodynamic design point parameters of the open literature impellers. 

Parameter Units 
Krain 

SRV2-O 

NASA 

CC3 

Came 

B 

Eckardt 

A 

Honeywell 

SSCC 

Mass Flow 

Rate 
lbm/s 5.6 10.0 4.0 13.2 - 

Pressure Ratio - 6.1 4.2 8.1 2.3 ~7.5 

Efficiency % 84.0 86.7 87.0 85.0 - 

Rotational 

Speed 
rpm 50,000 21,789 40,000 16,000 ~45,000 

Specific 

Speed 
- 0.38 0.27 0.23 0.38 0.27 

Machine Mach 

Number 
- 1.72 1.44 1.69 0.98 ~1.7 

       

 

 

Figure 2.2: Meridional profile of each open literature impeller, drawn to scale, with grid spacing 

of 1 inch by 1 inch, axis of rotation indicated by the black dash-dot line, and splitter vane leading 

edges indicated by dashed lines. 
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 ��� = "�t2� [. , (2.4)

where ��� is the machine Mach number, 2 is the ratio of specific heats, � is the ideal gas constant, 

and  [.  is the stagnation temperature at the impeller inlet. According to Casey and Robinson 

(2012), industrial compressors operate in the lowest ranges of machine Mach number, between 0.5 

and 1.0. Turbochargers have a broader possible range, from 0.5 to 1.5, and they can reach machine 

Mach numbers as large as 1.7 for large diesel engines. Aerospace and refrigeration applications 

typically operate with machine Mach numbers from 1.0 to 2.0. Thus, the five selected impellers 

are representative of a broad survey of designs, particularly for high-speed aerospace applications. 

Geometric parameters of the leading edge, blades, and trailing edge of each impeller are given in  

Table 2.2, Table 2.3, and Table 2.4, respectively. All parameters required to calculate the stage 

performance and/or apply the included slip and loss models are defined. The inlet and exit blade 

angles are measured from the axial and radial directions, respectively. Each of the tables includes 

Table 2.2: Leading edge geometric parameters of the open literature impellers. 

Parameter Units 
Krain 

SRV2-O 

NASA 

CC3 

Came 

B 

Eckardt 

A 

Hub Radius inch 1.18 1.63 1.20 2.36 

Shroud Radius inch 3.07 4.13 2.65 5.51 

Inducer Hub-to-Tip 

Radius Ratio 
- 0.385 0.395 0.453 0.429 

Radial Clearance inch 0.020 0.012 - 0.020 

Shroud Blade Angle degree 63.5 53.7 53.8 60.0 

Hub Blade Angle degree 37.1 27.2 31.4 38.9 

Shroud Blade Thickness inch 0.049 0.076 0.070 0.031 

Hub Blade Thickness inch 0.070 0.133 0.098 0.247 
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Table 2.3: Blade parameters of the open literature impellers. 

Parameter Units 
Krain 

SRV2-O 

NASA 

CC3 

Came 

B 

Eckardt 

A 

Shroud Axial Length to 

Shroud Radius Change 

Ratio 

- 1.90 1.04 1.11 1.72 

Blade Count 

(Main/Splitter) 
- 13/13 15/15 17/17 20 

Meridional Length inch 3.85 8.26 5.42 7.09 

Change in Blade Angle 

per Unit Meridional 

Length at Meanline 

rad/inch -0.001 -0.131 -0.022 -0.229 

      

Table 2.4 Trailing edge geometric parameters of the open literature impellers. 

Parameter Units 
Krain 

SRV2-O 

NASA 

CC3 

Came 

B 

Eckardt 

A 

Exit Radius inch 4.41 8.48 5.41 7.87 

Backsweep degree 38 50 30 30 

Average Blade Thickness inch 0.070 0.104 0.081 0.235 

Exit b-Width 

(Blade Height + 

Clearance) 

inch 0.390 0.683 0.241 1.051 

Exit Axial Clearance inch 0.012 0.012 0.090 0.028 

      

parameters that are not explicitly given in the original publication but can be derived from provided 

coordinates or profiles. Of the tabulated quantities, the inducer radius ratio, exit radius, exit blade 

height, and backsweep are critical for calculation of the stage performance. The inducer radius 

ratio governs the inlet flow coefficient of each stage, and the exit radius and backsweep, along 

with slip, determine the work input provided by the impeller. Each of the impellers in the present 

work incorporate backsweep, including the SSCC impeller which has a backsweep angle of 45 
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degrees. Diffusion through the impeller, often measured with the impeller relative velocity ratio, 

is governed by the impeller exit blade height. 

The geometry of each vaneless diffuser is given in Table 2.5. The radius ratio is the ratio of the 

vaneless diffuser exit measuring station, as defined in each of the references, to the impeller exit 

radius. The b-width ratio is also defined from the vaneless diffuser measuring station to the 

impeller exit and is the ratio of the passage height at each location. The vaneless diffuser 

configurations in Krain’s and Eckardt’s and experiments utilized constant-area vaneless diffusers 

to minimize the effect of the diffuser on the impeller performance. The short configurations used 

in the NASA and Came experiments isolated the impeller performance by placing the measuring 

station just downstream of the impeller to minimize the losses. The performance of the CC3 

impeller was directly measured with total pressure and total temperature rakes at a radius ratio of 

1.18, but structural integrity of probes and the effect of highly unsteady flow on measurements for 

the high pressure ratio Came impeller was a concern. Instead of directly measuring the total 

conditions just downstream of the impeller, total conditions at the vaneless diffuser exit farther 

downstream were measured, and static pressure taps at the 1.065 radius ratio were utilized to 

calculate the impeller total pressure ratio. Vaneless diffuser models are not applicable for the 

Honeywell SSCC, but the impeller total pressure ratio and efficiency were calculated from the 

impeller exit static pressure measurements and diffuser exit conditions. Since the impeller is the 

primary focus of the present investigation, the one-dimensional model included only up to the 

impeller exit measurement station rather than incorporating a model for the vaned diffuser. 

Table 2.5 Vaneless diffuser geometric parameters of the open literature centrifugal compressors. 

Parameter Units 
Krain 

SRV2-O 

NASA 

CC3 

Came 

B 

Eckardt 

A 

Radius Ratio - 1.98 1.18 1.065 1.687 

b-Width Ratio - 0.50 0.92 0.90 0.59 
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 Model Structure 

The one-dimensional model of each compressor was constructed by specifying the stage 

geometries in Table 2.2, Table 2.3, Table 2.4, and Table 2.5 within the appropriate OTAC 

elements. Standard day conditions are provided as total conditions at the inlet in the “OTACStart” 

element, which serves as a source term, with an area equivalent to that of the impeller inducer. A 

loss-free inlet guide vane (IGV) is included upstream of the impeller in a “BladeRow” element to 

impart pre-whirl to the flow if desired. BladeRow elements require metal angles to support solving 

the Euler turbomachinery equation, but vaneless diffusers do not contain blades. Therefore, the 

“DuctGap” element is more amenable to vaneless diffuser geometry since it only requires the area 

change between the inlet and exit flow stations to satisfy conservation of momentum. 

The NPSS top level solver proceeds from the most upstream component downstream through each 

element of the model. The individual elements host local solvers that iterate on the equations 

necessary to fully define the fluid state at the inlet and exit flow stations of the elements. The 

BladeRow and DuctGap elements of OTAC were significantly modified to accommodate the 

unique geometric characteristics of centrifugal compressor impellers and diffusers. The inlet flow 

station of each element inherits the properties of the upstream elements, but the area at the exit 

flow stations of the BladeRow and DuctGap elements must either be defined as a design parameter 

or calculated from the inverse design approach. In the version of OTAC used in the present work, 

the exit flow stations operate with the assumption of an annular flow path and calculate the exit 

area of the flow stations based on the difference between the hub radius and shroud radius. Both 

the BladeRow and DuctGap components were modified to calculate the exit area for a span 

perpendicular to the radial, rather than axial, direction, as well as to track the radial and axial 

coordinates of the radial flow path. The DuctGap segment was also altered to accept loss models 

because its default properties assume a lossless, annular flow path. Minor changes were also made 

to the “StreamSegment” element to accept the reworked exit flow station area calculations. 

Typically, loss is specified in terms of static enthalpy, total enthalpy, or total pressure and is often 

given as a nondimensional loss coefficient. OTAC was written to accept various definitions of loss 

coefficients, but many of the classic impeller loss models are specified in terms of total enthalpy 
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loss which is not available in the default OTAC calculations. Therefore, prior to incorporating loss 

models, the OTAC source code was modified to accept dimensional enthalpy loss. An additional 

external loss element was also developed to separately quantify impeller internal and external 

losses. 

 Impeller Loss Models 

The basis of each impeller internal loss model incorporated into the general meanline model is 

given in the proceeding tables, and nomenclature is provided in the Nomenclature section at the 

beginning of this document. When possible, multiple loss models for each loss mechanism were 

incorporated to allow users to choose the loss models best suited for their application. Some loss 

models use the same terms but define the terms differently. For example, several models use a 

typical definition of blade length: the meridional distance from the impeller leading edge mid-span 

to the impeller exit mid-span. Other models give a particular definition of blade length specifically 

for use with that model. For clarity, all terms required for the loss models are explicitly defined 

within the relevant rows of each table. Empirical loss coefficients, indicated by � with various 

subscripts, are included in the original formulation of some models. Suggested values from the 

literature are provided where available, but the exact values of each coefficient are a function of 

the impeller design. Additional information on each loss model is available in each of the provided 

references. 

Both impeller incidence loss models in Table 2.6 estimate the total enthalpy loss based on the 

adjustment the incoming flow must make to align with the impeller blade angle. The adjustment 

is a function of the inlet mass flow rate, rotational speed, and radial location along the span. 

Aungier's (1995) model uses a weighted average based on spanwise location to estimate the 

incidence loss with the mean radius having the largest influence. The incidence model originally 

published by Petermann & Pfleiderer (2013) and popularized by Conrad et al. (1979) uses only the 

root mean square radius. The optimum relative flow angle, -.,0�1, is determined from the inducer 

blade angle but accounts for the adjustment the flow must make to align with the blades from the 

area just upstream of the inducer leading edge, �.�, to the area just downstream of the inducer 

leading edge, �.� , where blades occupy part of the annular area. Additional details on the 
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calculation of the optimum inlet flow angle are given by Conrad et al. (1979), Galvas (1973), and 

Whitfield & Baines (1990). Similar models that calculate incidence loss based on the adjustment 

of the flow to the blades were also independently developed by NASA (Futral & Wasserbauer, 

1965; Galvas, 1973; Todd & Futral, 1969). 

Table 2.6: Impeller incidence loss models included in the meanline model. 

Reference Equation 

Conrad et al. 

(1979) 

Petermann & 

Pfleiderer 

(2013) 

Δℎ[,%_� = �%_�2 j&. sin�-. − -.,0�1�k�
 

-.,0�1 = atan v�.��.�w tan -.3 

0.5 ≤ �%_� ≤ 0.7 

Aungier 

(1995) 

Δℎ[,%_�,} = 0.4 v&. − #'.sin -.w��}�}��,}��,}�� Δℎ[,101 = Δℎ[,%_�, + Δℎ[,%_�,1 + 10Δℎ[,%_�,'12  

 

 
 

The relative velocity is commonly used to estimate the blade loading losses of an impeller, as 

shown in the models in Table 2.7. Coppage et al. (1956) used the ratio of the impeller exit relative 

velocity to the inducer tip relative velocity to develop an impeller diffusion factor analogous to the 

axial compressor diffusion factor (Lieblein et al., 1953). In contrast to the diffusion factor 

approach, Aungier (1995) calculates loss from blade loading based on the difference between the 

suction side and pressure relative velocities of the impeller blades and the blade loading 

coefficient. 

The methods to calculate the skin friction loss provided by Coppage et al. (1956) and Jansen (1967) 

rely on calculation of a skin friction coefficient, Table 2.8. While the models themselves are 

straightforward, many diverse methods can be used to compute the skin friction coefficient from 

sand grain roughness. Each method is likely to result in a unique value which is typical of  
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Table 2.7: Impeller blade loading loss models included in the meanline model. 

Reference Equation 

Coppage et al. 

(1956) 

 Δℎ[,�� = 0.05�	�"�� 

�	 = 1 − &�&.1 + ���A3&.1&� �+n �1 − �.1�� � + 2�.1�� � 

��� = �0.6, *K!ℎ ���K!!���0.75, M  ���K!!��� , according to Galvas (1973) 

 

Aungier 

(1995) 

 Δℎ[,�� = �Δ&��48  

Δ& = &¡¡ − &`¡ = 2n��"�A3+�		��  

+�		 = +¢� + �¡�� +¡� 

 

 

 
 

roughness calculations. Furthermore, sand grain roughness is rarely specified in mechanical 

drawings. Instead, roughness usually is specified by another measure, such as average roughness, 

and there are a myriad of correlations available to convert from the specified mechanical tolerances 

to sand grain roughness (Forster, 1966; Grein, 1975; Musgrave, 1979; Simon & Bülskämper, 

1984). Generally, the average roughness of a machined surface varies from a factor of one to three 

times that of the sand grain roughness (Grein, 1975). 

While the ambiguity in calculation of the skin friction coefficient for centrifugal compressors is 

not ideal from a scientific perspective, loss models must always be tuned for accuracy, so exact 

replication of the methods is not critical. In the present work, the skin friction coefficient was 

calculated from the Colebrook-White equation adapted for use in centrifugal compressors, 
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Table 2.8: Impeller skin friction loss models included in the meanline model. 

Reference Equation 

 

Coppage et al. 

(1956) 

 

 

Δℎ[,¡a = �¡a�	 ��¡a�� ����
v&"�w£�

� "�� 

�¡a�� = 1 − �.2 cos -�3 

��� = 1+�n cos -�3 + ����
+ �.1��21 − ; + 2+�n�1 + ;� ¤1 + tan� ¥-.1,3 2 �1 + ;��¦  

v&"�w£�
� = 12 §>.� + v�.��w� + v &�&.1w� ¥>.� + v�.1�� w�¦¨ 

; = �.�.1  

�¡a = �7.0,    *K!ℎ ���K!!���5.6,       M  ���K!!��� , according to Galvas (1973) 

 

Jansen (1967) 

 

Δℎ[,¡a = 2�	 �� &C � 

&C = 14 �2&� + &.1 + &.� 

�¡a = n8 v�� − �.1 + �.2 − �� + 2�©w � 2cos -.1,3 + cos -.,32 + cos -�3� 

��� = cos -�+n + J� cos -�3��
+ 12 ��.1�� + �.�� � jcos -.1,3 + cos -.,3k+n + �.1 + �.�.1 − �. vcos -.1,3 + cos -.,32 w  
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1t4�	 = 1.74 − 2 log.[ ¥2��� + 18.7��t4�	¦, (2.5)

as given by Casey (1985) and Moody (1944). In equation (2.5), �	 is the friction coefficient, �� is 

the sand grain roughness, �  is the hydraulic diameter, and ��  is the Reynolds number. The 

Reynolds number for centrifugal compressor flow used in equation (2.5) is based on the impeller 

exit tip speed and blade height: 

 �� = "���<. , (2.6)

where �� is the impeller exit span and <. is kinematic viscosity at the impeller inlet. A similar 

procedure is incrementally outlined by Suhrmann, Peitsch, Gugau, Heuer, & Tomm (2010): the 

Colebrook-While equation is first modified for use in curved pipes and then for use in 

turbomachinery (Musgrave, 1979; Schlichting & Gersten, 2016). The hydraulic diameter is 

calculated according to the procedure published by each author. As a much simpler alternative, the 

hydraulic diameter of the impeller can be approximated as 

 � ≈ 2�� (2.7)

according to Casey (1985). 

The impeller tip clearance loss models given in Table 2.9 utilize sudden expansion analysis as well 

as blade loading to estimate the entropy generation of the fluid that passes between the impeller 

blades and the shroud. The leakage flow undergoes a rapid contraction as it approaches the pressure 

side of the blade followed by a rapid expansion at the suction side exit of the tip clearance gap. 

Mixing loss models predict the viscous mixing losses that occur in the diffuser as a result of the 

nonuniformity of the impeller discharge flow. Both the jet-wake structure of impeller passage flow 

and the wakes of the blades themselves mix out and generate entropy downstream of the impeller  
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Table 2.9: Impeller tip clearance loss models included in the meanline model. 

Reference Equation 

Jansen (1967) 

 

Δℎ[,7� = 0.6 #X�567�� ¬4n#X�#'.��+ � �.1� − �.���� − �.1� �1 + =�=.�� 

 

Aungier 

(1995) 

 

Δℎ[,7� = �� 7�ΔQ7��� =.  

ΔQ7� = �� ���#X� − �.#X.�+�		�̅�®��  

+�		 = +¢� + �¡�� +¡� 

�̅ = �. + ��2  

�® = �. + ��2  �� 7� = =�+�		567�"7� 

"7� = 0.816¤2ΔQ7�=�  

 

 

 
 

exit (Dean & Senoo, 1960; Johnston & Dean, 1966; Thanapandi & Prasad, 1994). The losses 

actually occur in the diffuser, but the nonuniform flow field arises from Coriolis forces, curvature, 

and unsteadiness dependent upon the impeller, and thus, are considered impeller losses. Like in 

tip clearance loss models, abrupt expansion analysis is used to develop the mixing loss models 

included in Table 2.10. Calculation of the wake width, 58(9�, in Johnston and Dean's (1966) model 

is not specifically defined, and unfortunately, determination of the wake width at the impeller exit 

is a somewhat byzantine process. The most robust methods to determine the wake width are 

cumbersome for 1D design: the shroud profiles, as well as the impeller diffusion ratio, must be  
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Table 2.10: Impeller mixing loss models included in the meanline model. 

Reference Equation 

Johnston & Dean 

(1966) 

 

Δℎ[,¢\¯ = 11 + tan� ,� v1 − 58(9� − �∗1 − 58(9� w� #��2  

�∗ = �Z�� 

 

Aungier (1995) 

 

Δℎ[,¢\¯ = 12 j&��� − &0�1k�
 

&��� = °&�           N � ��± ≤ 2&���±2    N � ��± > 2 

&0�1 = ¤v#'���nJ���w� + &X��  

��± = &. + &� + Δ&2&�  

Δ& = &¡¡ − &`¡ = 2nJ�"�A3+�		��  

+�		 = +¢� + �¡�� +¡� 

 

 

 
 

specified (Frigne & Van den Braembussche, 1979; Herbert, 1980). These parameters are usually 

not known during preliminary design and extend the loss model into the realm of a two-

dimensional approach. To maintain a strictly one-dimensional procedure, a more simplistic method 

based on the relative velocity ratio is used. Equation (2.8), 
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 58(9� = 1 − 10.45 &�&'(), (2.8)

was published by Takagi, Kobayashi, Miyashiro, and Morimoto (1980) and is based on Schorr, 

Welliver, and Winslow's (1971) commentary on centrifugal compressor design. While not as 

robust as the pusedo-2D approach, other researchers have shown that correlating the wake width 

with the relative velocity ratio is adequate for preliminary design (Bing et al., 2012; Thanapandi 

& Prasad, 1994).  

Of the external losses considered in the present work, recirculation losses have the largest effect 

on the trend of the impeller efficiency from choke to stall. Recirculation losses increase 

dramatically with increasing loading and drive the efficiency penalty of operating a centrifugal 

compressor near stall. Recirculation develops from near-tangential impeller exit flow angles that 

occur at low mass flow rates, and researchers have often incorporated the impeller exit flow angle 

as a function of trigonometric or hyperbolic operators to capture the sharp increase in loss as 

centrifugal compressors approach stall (Aungier, 1995; Coppage et al., 1956; Oh et al., 1997). The 

impeller diffusion factor is usually included in the correlation for recirculation loss, as shown in 

the models included in Table 2.11. 

Disc friction and seal leakage loss models are the final components of the loss collection available 

in the general meanline model and are given in Table 2.12 and Table 2.13, respectively. Like 

recirculation losses, disc friction and seal leakage absorb shaft work without contributing to the 

impeller pressure rise and are considered external losses. Relative to recirculation, however, the 

disc friction and seal leakage contribute little to the total loss of the impeller. The disc friction loss 

is modeled through direct application of the approach given by Daily and Nece (1960) for the 

induced flow between rotating discs. The seal leakage loss model given by Aungier (1995) uses 

similar principles to that of the same author’s tip clearance loss model. 

 Vaneless Diffuser Loss Model 

The vaneless diffuser loss model developed by Stanitz (1952) is incorporated into the general 

meanline model. While recently published two-zone methods provide improved accuracy relative  
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Table 2.11: Impeller recirculation loss models included in the meanline model. 

Reference Equation 

Oh et al. (1997) 

 Δℎ[,³7 = �	�"�� sinh�3.5,�Z� 

�	 = 1 − &�&.1 + ���A3&.1&� �+n �1 − �.1�� � + 2�.1�� � 

�³7 = 8 ∗ 10�� 

��� = �0.6, *K!ℎ ���K!!���0.75, M  ���K!!��� , according to Galvas (1973) 

 

 

Aungier (1995) 

 

Δℎ[,³7 = v��±2 − 1w v&X�#'� − 2 cot -�w ≥ 0 

��± = &. + &� + Δ&2&�  

Δ& = &¡¡ − &`¡ = 2nJ�"�A3+�		��  

+�		 = +¢� + �¡�� +¡� 

 

 

 
 

to Stantiz’s model, the current work is intentionally limited to exclusively 1D approaches, so the 

two-zone, pseudo-2D approaches are not included. Stanitz’s method is both extensive and widely 

available, so only a brief overview is provided in the present work. 

Stanitz's (1952) model was developed to be applicable to a wide variety of applications and, 

therefore, can be used for one-dimensional modeling of radial or mixed flow vaneless diffusers 

with friction and heat transfer. The method does not consider mixing losses that arise from the 

impeller exit flow nonuniformities and, therefore, is conducive for use in tandem with an impeller  
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Table 2.12: Impeller disc friction loss model included in the meanline model. 

Reference Equation 

Daily & Nece (1960) 

 

Δℎ[,�a = ��a =̅���"�Z4��  

=̅ = =. + =�2  

��a =
⎩⎪
⎨⎪
⎧ 3.7 � ����[..

���a[.� ,      ���a < 3 ∗ 10�
0.102 � ����[..

���a[.� ,   ���a ≥ 3 ∗ 10�
 

���a = "���<�  

 

  

mixing loss model. The primary assumptions of Stanitz’s model stem from neglecting mixing. The 

inlet flow is assumed to be uniform in the spanwise and tangential directions such that the flow is 

a one-dimensional function of radius. Therefore, the average, mixed-out properties of the impeller 

exit must be provided as inputs to the model. 

Once the diffuser inlet flow field is defined from the impeller exit state, the procedure calculates 

the fluid state as a function of radius, as well as three thermodynamic properties, the fluid velocity, 

and flow direction. These parameters are calculated from the continuity equation, conservation of 

momentum in the meridional and tangential directions, equation of state, and the heat transfer 

equation. The procedure then uses a “marching technique” to step outward in radius through small 

changes in the radius ratio and calculation of the relevant properties at each step. The original 

procedure specifies stepping out in radius by up to 10% of the radius ratio at a time until the 

diffuser exit radius is reached. However, computational resources at the time of publication would 

have limited the number of iterations realistically possible for the procedure. The computations 

require little time on a current desktop computer, so in the present work, the procedure was 

conducted with steps equal to 1% of the vaneless diffuser radius ratio. The procedure given by 
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Table 2.13: Impeller seal leakage loss model included in the meanline model. 

Reference Equation 

Aungier (1995) 

 Δℎ[,�¹ = �� 7�"7�2�� "� 

"7� = 0.816¤2ΔQ7�=�  

ΔQ7� = �� ���#X� − �.#X.�+�		�̅�®��  

+�		 = +¢� + �¡�� +¡� 

�̅ = �. + ��2  

�® = �. + ��2  �� 7� = =�+�		5�"7� 

 

  

Casey (1985) in Section 2.2 was used to determine the skin friction coefficient of the vaneless 

diffuser. 

 Slip Models 

The slip models developed by Wiesner (1967), von Backström (2005), and Qiu et al. (2011) are 

included in the general centrifugal compressor model. The details of each model are given in 

Section 1.4. Each model is based primarily on the impeller geometry and intended for one-

dimensional analysis. While slip is traditionally used to quantify the difference between the exit 

blade angle and exit flow angle for impellers, OTAC was written to accept an angle for deviation 

rather than a slip factor. Therefore, to accommodate the existing structure of OTAC, the slip 

velocity was related to the exit flow angle via equation (2.9), 
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 -� = atan º #'�#�$%� + #'�tan -�3
», (2.9)

where -� is the impeller exit flow angle, #'� is the impeller exit meridional velocity, #�$%� is the 

slip velocity, and -�3 is the impeller exit blade angle. The exit flow angle was then used to provide 

OTAC with a value for deviation. 

All of the impeller loss models given by Oh et al. (Oh et al., 1997), as well as Stanitz’s vaneless 

diffuser model (Stanitz, 1952), were incorporated into the meanline model.  

 One-Dimensional Model Validation and Results 

The efficacy of the general model for centrifugal compressors was validated through comparison 

of the present model to well-documented historical data. The validation of the present work also 

serves as verification for the off-design capability of OTAC. Eckardt’s impeller A was modeled 

according to the procedures given by Oh et al. (1997). The loss models recommended by Oh et al. 

(1997) are given in Table 2.14, and the geometric specifications of Eckardt’s impeller A available 

in the open literature are provided in Section 2.1. Deviation of the flow from the impeller blade 

exit angle was modeled according to Wiesner's (1967) correlation for slip. Adiabatic operation was 

assumed throughout the analysis. 

Most of the information necessary to replicate Oh et al.'s (1997) procedure is explicitly available 

in the open literature. However, some parameters necessary to determine the loss through 

Eckardt’s impeller according to each of the models in Table 2.14 is not published. Specifically, 

values for surface roughness, which are critical to the calculation skin friction loss, as well as the 

impeller seal and backface geometry are not available. Additionally, Oh et al. do not give a 

procedure for calculation of the wake width in  the Johnston and Dean's (1966) mixing loss model, 

nor do they provide any information on the tuning of the loss models or coefficients used in their 

procedure. In the present work, both the impeller and diffuser surfaces were assigned an average 

surface roughness of 128 microinches. The gap between the impeller backface and the stationary 
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Table 2.14: Oh et al. (1997) loss collection. 

Loss Mechanism Model 

Incidence Conrad et al. (1979) 

Blade Loading Coppage et al. (1956) 

Skin Friction Jansen (1967) 

Clearance Jansen (1967) 

Mixing Johnston & Dean (1966) 

Disc Friction Daily & Nece (1960) 

Recirculation Oh et al. (1997) 

Leakage Aungier (1995) 

Vaneless Diffuser Stanitz (1952) 

  

casing was set as 0.25 inches, and the seal gap required for calculation of the leakage loss was 

assigned a value of 0.05 inches. The wake width was calculated according to equation (2.8). After 

initial evaluation of the resulting performance predictions, the loss models were tuned to match 

the results published by Oh et al. (1997). 

The total temperature rise ratio predicted via the Oh et al. modeling procedure generally 

underpredicts the work input provided by the impeller to the flow, Figure 2.3. The total temperature 

rise predicted by Oh et al. is not included in the figure because it was explicitly given in the original 

work. The effect of the recirculation loss model on work input can be observed in the sharp upturn 

in work input at the lowest mass flow rates of each speedline. The under prediction in work input 

is primarily driven by the use of Wiesner’s slip model, as illustrated in  Figure 2.4. The 

experimental slip factor, as calculated from optical measurement techniques, is much larger than 

the slip factor predicted by Wiesner’s slip model throughout the operating range, which 

corresponds to an underprediction of the work input provided by the impeller. 

The fairly large difference in slip factor results in a relatively small difference in total temperature 

rise because the external losses have been tuned to match the experimental data. Generally, the 
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of experimentally measured and predicted total temperature rise ratio for 

Eckardt’s impeller A. 

 

Figure 2.4: Comparison of measured and predicted slip factor for Eckardt’s impeller A. 
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work done on the flow and the efficiency of the compression process determine the total pressure 

ratio of the stage. However, external losses partially decouple the stage work input from the total 

pressure ratio because external losses contribute to the enthalpy rise of the flow without a 

corresponding pressure increase. In other words, external losses are work done on the flow by 

some mechanism not associated with flow turning from the impeller blades. The relationships 

between slip factor, external losses, and work input will be explored further in the proceeding 

chapters. 

Figures 2.5-2.8 show the comparison of the efficiencies predicted by the experiments, Oh et al.’s 

model, and the model of the present work for four speedlines. The contribution of each loss model 

in the present work to the overall loss for each speedline is also provided by showing the portion 

of the loading coefficient required to overcome the loss in the impeller. A dash-dot black line 

indicates the isentropic work input required to reach the pressure rise for a given corrected speed 

and mass flow rate. The Euler work, the work done by the blades from flow turning, is indicated 

by a solid black line. Finally, the dashed black line is the total work done on the flow by the stage, 

including the blades and external losses together. The internal losses are shown with solid colors, 

and external losses have a wavy hatch pattern overlaid on the color. 

Skin friction loss comprises the majority of the loss at all four speedlines and increases with 

increasing mass flow rate. Blade loading and incidence losses increase with decreasing mass flow 

rate, while tip clearance losses remain fairly constant across the operating range. The mixing loss 

increases with decreasing mass flow rate at each speedline, but the contribution to the overall loss 

is negligible because the wake width calculated from equation (2.8) is very small for Eckardt’s 

impeller at all operating conditions. Internal losses contribute most of the overall loss at high mass 

flow rates, but as recirculation increases at low mass flow rates the external losses become more 

significant. 

The efficiency of the models matches the efficiency measured in the experiments fairly well at the 

100%, 87.5%, and 75% speedlines, but the models do not capture the rapid decrease in efficiency 

at high mass flow rates for 100% and 87.5% speed. The inducer is likely approaching the choking 

mass flow rate, and the loss models are unable to capture the rapid increase in loss associated with  
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of efficiency between the experiment, Oh et al.’s model, and the present 

work, as well as the loss breakdown of the present work, for Eckardt’s impeller A at 100% 

corrected speed. 

inducer choke. At 62.5% speed the trend in the efficiency is captured by the models, but the 

magnitude of the efficiency is underestimated. The rapid increase in recirculation loss at low mass 

flow rates drives the steep reduction in efficiency observed at low mass flow rates for all of the 

speed lines. The one-dimensional modeling published by Oh et al. and that of the present work are 

quite similar at all speeds, which provides validation for the present centrifugal compressor model. 

The experimentally measured compressor performance map in Figure 2.9 is accompanied by the 

maps predicted with each of the one-dimensional models. The measured and modeled compressor 

maps agree fairly well, though the models generally underpredict the total pressure ratio relative 

to the experiment. For a reduced work input with the same efficiency, less total pressure rise is 

provided. Therefore, the underprediction in total pressure ratio relative to the experiment originates  
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of efficiency between the experiment, Oh et al.’s model, and the present 

work, as well as the loss breakdown of the present work, for Eckardt’s impeller A at 87.5% 

corrected speed. 

from the underprediction in work input shown in Figure 2.3 combined with the generally similar 

levels efficiency at the same operating condition. In terms of the comparison between Oh et al.’s 

model and the present work, the predicted total pressure ratio is almost identical and, with the 

replication of efficiency, validates the model in the present work as well as the capability of OTAC 

to conduct off-design calculations for centrifugal compressors. 
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of efficiency between the experiment, Oh et al.’s model, and the present 

work, as well as the loss breakdown of the present work, for Eckardt’s impeller A at 75% 

corrected speed. 
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of efficiency between the experiment, Oh et al.’s model, and the present 

work, as well as the loss breakdown of the present work, for Eckardt’s impeller A at 62.5% 

corrected speed. 
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of experimentally measured and predicted compressor map for Eckardt’s 

impeller A.  
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3. EFFICACY OF RELATIVE EDDY SLIP MODELS 

The work input provided by an impeller must be accurately predicted with one-dimensional 

analysis tools to facilitate a successful preliminary design phase. The accuracy of the predicted 

work input is contingent on the accuracy of the slip model used in the one-dimensional model, and 

in high tip speed compressors, the work input is especially sensitive to errors in predicted slip 

factor. Models in the open literature have largely emphasized pumps and low-speed compressors 

that are not representative of the high tip speeds in modern aerospace compressors. This chapter 

addresses the efficacy of existing open literature slip models for predicting slip in preliminary 

design and extends the discussion of slip models themselves to their effects on work input. 

Furthermore, the utilization of slip models to predict the work input of high-speed compressors at 

design and off-design is considered. 

The simplicity, ease of use in the preliminary design phase, and long history of satisfactory results 

have set Wiesner’s approach as the standard to which all other models are compared (Del Greco 

et al., 2009; Paeng & Chung, 2001; Qiu et al., 2011; Stuart et al., 2019; von Backström, 2005). To 

evaluate the capacity for existing slip models to predict the work input for high-speed centrifugal 

impellers, the efficacy of Wiesner’s model will be primarily investigated. The SRE approach 

developed by von Backström will be considered for its markedly good approximation of the 

Busemann solution. Qiu’s model will also be included in the discussion since it is notable for the 

expressed intent to achieve accurate prediction of slip factor at both design and off-design 

conditions.  All three of the models are similar, however, in that they are based on the relative eddy 

theory originally proposed by Stodola and Busemann (Busemann, 1928; Stodola, 1927). The 

equations and full definition of terms for Wiesner’s, von Backström’s and Qiu’s models are 

provided in Chapter 1.  

The general meanline model developed in OTAC was used to apply each of the three slip models 

to the five centrifugal compressors documented in detail in Chapter 2: Krain’s transonic impeller 

stage (SRV2-O),  the NASA low specific speed impeller (CC3), Came’s transonic backswept 

impeller (Came stage B), Eckardt’s backswept impeller (Eckardt impeller A), and the Honeywell 
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high-speed impeller (SSCC). Adiabatic operation was assumed throughout the analyses, and the 

vaneless diffuser configuration was used for each of the open literature cases. The Honeywell 

SSCC is equipped with a vaned diffuser, and rather than modeling the vaned diffuser, the impeller 

efficiency and impeller total pressure ratio were used for the development of and comparison to 

the one-dimensional model. The array of speeds included in the analysis of each compressor is 

given in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1: Corrected speeds available for and included in the analysis for each compressor. 
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Krain SRV2-O  
                    

NASA CC3                     

Came B                      

Eckardt A                    

Honeywell SSCC                           

                

Loss models require tuning to provide representative total pressure ratios of the experiments and, 

despite tuning, may accurately predict impeller performance at some operating conditions but give 

poor estimates of performance at others. Since the primary objective of the present work is to 

investigate the efficacy of slip models for the prediction of work input, the impeller loss models 

were removed. Instead, the flexibility of OTAC was utilized to prescribe the experimentally 

measured stage efficiency to each operating point, and the measured stage loss was divided 

between the vaneless diffuser (calculated through Stanitz’s model) and the impeller for each open 

literature stage. 

The documentation of each stage in the open literature does not allow for rigorous partitioning of 

the impeller loss into internal and external sources. Based on a sensitivity study of each stage to 

the internal/external loss distribution presented in Section 3.2, 80% of the impeller loss was 
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allocated to internal loss mechanisms and the remaining 20% to external loss sources at each 

operating point. Experimentally calculated values of total pressure ratio and efficiency were 

available for the SSCC impeller, so the model was constructed using the same experimental 

matching procedure and loss distributions excluding the vaneless diffuser loss. The performance 

of each stage was evaluated with each of the slip factor correlations developed by Wiesner 

(Wiesner, 1967), von Backström (von Backström, 2005), and Qiu (Qiu et al., 2011). 

An experimentally measured slip factor was not available in the open literature for the SRV2-O, 

CC3, or Came stage B impellers, but a value for slip factor can be calculated from published total 

pressure ratio and efficiency data per the procedure in Figure 3.1. The geometry of each stage, as 

well as the total pressure ratio, mass flow rate, and corrected speed at each operating point, are 

given in the original publications. These parameters serve as inputs to the meanline equations in 

conjunction with an initial estimate of the loss incurred during the compression process. The 

meanline equations are solved with the provided inputs, and the resulting total temperature rise 

ratio calculated in the model is compared to that of the experiment (the experimental total 

temperature rise ratio is calculated from published total pressure ratio and efficiency data). The 

value for loss is then iterated on until the modeled and experimental total temperature rise ratios 

converge. Once convergence is achieved, the value for slip factor necessary to provide the work 

input for the given geometry and operating conditions is extracted from the one-dimensional 

model. During the procedure, the internal and external losses for each operating point were 

distributed in the same manner as prescribed for implementation of the slip models. 

For validation of the method shown in Figure 3.1, the calculated values of slip factor were 

compared to the experimentally measured values of slip factor available for Eckardt’s impeller. 

The calculated slip factor replicated the trend in measured values of slip factor reported by Eckardt 

(1980) with a general offset of 0.01 to 0.02 in slip factor between the experiment and the meanline 

matching procedure, Figure 3.2. For reference, an absolute error of ±0.05 in slip factor has 

historically been considered acceptable for the evaluation of slip models (a relative error of ±5% 

has also been used). The values of slip factor resulting from the procedure are given as a function 

of the impeller exit flow coefficient for all five impellers in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.1: Procedure to calculate experimental slip factor from overall performance data. 

 

Figure 3.2: Comparison between experimentally measured slip factor and slip factor calculated 

through experimental matching of the one-dimensional model for Eckardt’s impeller A. 
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Figure 3.3: Experimental values of slip factor resulting from the procedure outlined in Figure 

3.1. 

Since the vaneless diffuser configurations of the open literature stages are under investigation, 

choke occurred in the inducer of the impeller. To avoid any confounding effects from inducer 

choke, all points showing performance decrements due to choke in the open literature compressors 

were neglected in the proceeding analysis. 

Minimal documentation is available on the validation of blockage models in the open literature 

(Aungier, 1995; Pampreen, 1981), and some researchers have postulated that modeling blockage 

is fundamentally inconsistent with the meanline approach (Japikse, 1996). Therefore, blockage 

was not considered unless explicitly stated otherwise. 

 Sensitivity to Heat Transfer 

Differences between the predicted and measured total temperature rise ratio occur due to 

differences between the actual and predicted impeller exit velocity triangle for the case of axial 

inlet flow (no prewhirl) and adiabatic operation. Since the inlet conditions are provided in the open 

literature and matched in each of the models, the inlet flow is not a factor in the misprediction of 

total temperature rise ratio. Heat transfer, however, may contribute to the differences between the 
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model and experiment since the meanline analysis was conducted with the assumption of adiabatic 

operation. 

To explore the validity of the adiabatic assumption in the meanline model, the sensitivity of the 

modeled work input to heat transfer was assessed. Utilizing the Wiesner slip model, the total 

temperature rise ratio at the peak efficiency point at design speed of each stage was calculated for 

varying levels of heat transfer to determine the amount of heat transfer necessary to reach 

agreement with the experimentally measured total temperature rise ratio. The diabatic, modeled 

total temperature rise ratio normalized by the measured peak efficiency total temperature rise ratio 

for each high-speed stage is given as a function of the percentage of work input lost due to heat 

transfer, Figure 3.4. The adiabatic condition is indicated by a magenta line overlaid on the ordinate.  

The difference between the total temperature rise ratio in the experiment and the adiabatic model 

at design speed is quite large for the Krain and SSCC impellers, and there are also significant 

differences between the experiment and modeled adiabatic conditions at peak efficiency for CC3 

and Came stage B. As the heat transfer out of the flow increases in magnitude, the modeled total 

temperature rise ratio approaches that of the experiment such that approximately 11%, 7%, 4%, 

and 9% of the work input delivered by the impeller must be lost to heat transfer to match the 

experimental total temperature rise ratio for the SRV2-O, CC3, Came B, and SSCC stages, 

respectively. Since heat transfer out of the flow for a compressor operating at steady state is known 

to be small relative to the work input provided by the stage (Denton, 1993), the contribution of 

heat transfer to the large difference between the experiment and the adiabatic model is likely 

negligible for all four high-speed cases. Therefore, the majority of the difference between the 

model and experiment must be due to the difference between the predicted and actual slip factor, 

and the Euler turbomachinery equation with axial inflow can be written without heat transfer: 

 −* = Δℎ[ = 
�Δ [ = "�#X� = "�j#X�,`ab − #�$%�k. (3.1)

In equation (3.1), * is work input, ℎ[ is stagnation enthalpy, 
� is the specific heat at constant 

pressure,  [ is stagnation temperature, "� is the impeller exit tip speed, #X� is the impeller exit 

tangential velocity, #X�,`ab is the impeller exit tangential velocity at the perfect flow guidance 

condition, and #�$%� is the slip velocity. 
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Figure 3.4: Sensitivity of the peak efficiency TTR for each stage to heat transfer as predicted by 

the Wiesner slip model. 

 Considerations for Internal/External Loss Distribution 

An ambiguity in the prediction of slip factor arises from the distribution of internal and external 

losses. As was discussed in detail in the previous chapters, external losses consume shaft work but 

do not contribute to the total pressure rise. More specifically, external losses arise from flow 

mechanisms not associated with turning of the flow by the impeller but still increase the exit 

stagnation enthalpy of the stage. The shaft work absorbed by the blades and external losses usually 

cannot be rigorously separated in experiments, though external losses models may be used in 

conjunction with experimental measurements to estimate the contribution of external losses to the 

overall loss between measurement stations (Daily & Nece, 1960; Harley et al., 2014; Qiu et al., 

2008; Wiesner, 1967). In the case of the present meanline model, the external losses are prescribed, 

so precise allocation of the work absorbed by the flow from the blades vs. external losses is 

possible. To obtain the work done on the flow by the blades, the penalty of the external losses, 

given by the subscript OP , must be deducted from the overall stagnation or temperature rise, 

given by the subscript T �RO: 
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 −*3 = Δℎ[,¡6£b¼ − Δℎ[,¼¯6 = 
�Δ [,¡6£b¼ − 
�Δ [,¼¯6 = "�#X�, (3.2)

which is defined specifically for the work input to the flow from the blades, *3. From equation 

(3.2), as the external losses increase, the impeller is responsible for less of the temperature rise 

experienced by the stage. Since the PFG condition for the impeller is independent of losses, the 

slip factor must decrease to balance the shaft work consumed by the external losses. The 

relationship between slip factor and internal/external loss allocation is given in Figure 3.5. The 

experimental slip factor for the peak efficiency point of each stage is given as a function of the 

percentage of overall loss allocated to external loss, and the vertical, magenta line indicates the 

external loss allocation used throughout the present work. As was inferred from equation (3.2), the 

slip factor decreases as the external losses consume greater amounts of the shaft work at a given 

efficiency. 

 

Figure 3.5: Sensitivity of the slip factor for each impeller at the peak efficiency point to the 

percentage of total loss generated by external sources. 

External losses are known to vary with operating condition and speed, but they are non-negligible 

throughout the operating range and can be quite large near stall (Aungier & Cassin, 2003; Harley 

et al., 2014; Oh et al., 1997). Since the exact distribution of internal and external losses for the 
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stages under investigation is not available from the open literature, 20% of the loss at all operating 

points was delegated to external sources. Based on Figure 3.5, an error of up to 10% in the 

estimation of external losses gives an estimate of slip factor within the ±0.05 error band for slip 

factor for Came’s impeller, the most sensitive to external losses. Thus, allocation of 20% of the 

total losses to external sources at all operating points was deemed an acceptable estimate since 

detailed enumerations of the loss sources were not available. 

Since the primary focus of this work is on slip factor and work input by the impeller, all quantities 

will be in reference to work input to the flow by the blades for the remainder of the present work: 

external losses will not be included unless explicitly stated otherwise. As examples, A and Δℎ[ 

will refer specifically to the loading coefficient and change in total enthalpy, respectively, 

generated by the blades without the temperature rise due to external losses. 

 Discussion of Experimental and Modeled Slip Factor 

The differences between the experimental slip factor and those predicted by Wiesner’s slip model, 

von Backström’s model, and Qiu’s model are shown in Figure 3.6a, Figure 3.6b, and Figure 3.6c, 

respectively. The bar graphs in Figure 3.6 show the distribution of the error data color coded by 

stage, and a black, vertical, dotted line highlights the zero-error location. Overpredictions manifest 

as negative values to the left of the zero-error line, while underpredictions are positive and to the 

right. The stars above the bar graphs are the error in slip factor at the peak efficiency operating 

point of the 100% speedline of each impeller. The ordinate is normalized such that the stages are 

equally represented within the bar graphs to prevent a single stage with many data points from 

distorting interpretation of the data. The range of actual values of slip factor computed for the 

experiments and each of the models are given in Table 3.2. 

From the bar graphs, approximately 50% of the data fall within the traditionally accepted ±0.05 

error band for all three slip models. However, more than 25% of the data are to the left of the ±0.05 

band for Wiesner’s and von Backström’s models, and approximately 50% of the data are to the 

left of the error band for Qiu’s model. All data to the left of the error band are associated with 

high-speed stages indicating the slip models generally overpredict the slip factor for high-speed 
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Figure 3.6: Difference between calculated experimental values of slip factor and the predicted 

values of slip factor for the a) Wiesner slip model, b) von Backström slip model, and c) Qiu slip 

model for the published operating points of each compressor. 

impellers. Additionally, all three models exhibit a similar trend and distribution in the error 

between the models and experiments for the high-speed stages. The SRV2-O and SSCC impellers 

experience the broadest range and largest overpredictions in the implementations of each model 

with significant overpredictions occurring at the design point. The values of slip factor for CC3 

and Came’s impeller are also generally overpredicted both at the design point and throughout the 

operating range, although to a lesser degree. It is likely that similar trends and distributions are 
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Table 3.2: Range of slip factors observed for each compressor in the experimental matching and 

as predicted by the three slip models. 

Compressor ½¾¿À ½Á ½ÂÃ ½Ä 

Krain SRV2-O 0.80 – 0.91 0.91 0.92 0.93 

NASA CC3 0.86 – 0.96 0.93 0.94 0.95 – 0.96 

Came Stage B 0.87 – 0.98 0.92 0.94 0.94 

Eckardt Impeller A 0.92 – 0.96 0.89 0.89 0.93 – 0.97 

Honeywell SSCC 0.85-0.98 0.93 0.94 0.95 

     

observed in Figure 3.6 for all three slip models because each model is based on the theory of the 

relative eddy in the impeller. In the validation of their models, Wiesner and von Backström 

explicitly compare their models to Busemann’s analytical solution for the relative eddy in 

logarithmic spiral blades, and Qiu’s model is based on Stodola’s original modeling of the relative 

eddy. Since all three models are founded on the same concept, they all exhibit similar trends in 

error when applied to high-speed impellers. Therefore, the relative eddy concept may not capture 

some aspects of high-speed impellers, such as the large range of possible impeller tip speeds, which 

may have a significant effect on slip.  

Moreover, the models are not able to capture the large variation in slip experienced across the 

operating range for the high-speed stages. From Table 3.2, the range of slip factor for each high-

speed stage is more than 0.1, the width of the traditionally accepted error band, and only Qiu’s 

model varies with operating condition. Qiu’s model accurately reflects both the range and absolute 

value of slip factor for Eckardt’s impeller, but it does not represent the broad range of slip factors 

encountered in the high-speed stages. Interrogation of the model shows that Eckardt’s impeller is 

more sensitive to the blade turning rate term, equation (1.22), than the other stages. The blade 

turning rate is near zero for Krain’s and Came’s impellers, which makes the slip due to blade 

turning very small. In the case of CC3 and SSCC impellers where the blade turning is large enough 

to support some variation of slip factor with operating condition, the backsweep is larger than for 

Eckardt’s impeller so the scale of the variation is diminished (section 2.1 compares the impeller 

geometries). Additionally, the impeller exit flow coefficient, which drives the variation of slip 
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factor with operating conditions, usually shows limited variation across an impeller’s operating 

range. Because of the geometrical differences between Eckardt’s impeller and the high-speed 

stages, the variation of slip factor predicted by Qiu’s model for the high-speed stages is small 

relative to the range of actual slip factors. 

To evaluate the variation of slip factor with operating condition, the Euler equation is rearranged 

to provide a non-dimensional measure of work input in terms of slip factor and key design 

parameters.  Dividing both the stagnation enthalpy rise and total temperature rise portions of the 

Euler equation by the square of the impeller tip speed and inlet total temperature and casting the 

specific heat in terms of the gas constant and ratio of specific heats gives equation (3.3), 

   � = Δ [ [. = �2 − 1�A���� , (3.3)

which defines the normalized total temperature rise ratio in terms of loading coefficient, A , 

machine Mach number, ���, and the ratio of specific heats, 2. The machine Mach number is 

 ��� = "�t2� [. (3.4)

and the loading coefficient can be defined as 

 A = #X�"�  (3.5)

for the case with no pre-whirl. From the impeller exit velocity triangle in Figure 1.6, the exit 

tangential velocity is 

 #X� = "� − #�$%� − #'� tan -�3 (3.6)
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where #'�  and -�3  are the impeller exit meridional velocity and impeller exit blade angle, 

respectively. Combining equation (3.6) with the definition of machine Mach number in equation 

(2.4) and the definition of slip factor in equation (1.13) gives the loading coefficient in terms of 

slip factor, backsweep, and impeller exit flow coefficient, >�: 

 A = ? − >� tan -�3. (3.7)

The impeller exit flow coefficient is the ratio of the impeller exit meridional velocity to the impeller 

exit tip speed: 

 >� = #'�"� . (3.8)

The form of loading coefficient in equation (3.7) is substituted into equation (3.3) to recast the 

normalized total temperature rise ratio as a function of the nondimensional impeller tip speed and 

exit velocity triangle: 

   � = �2 − 1��? − >� tan -�3����� . (3.9)

While there have been many proposals that the slip factor might vary with mass flow rate and 

impeller exit flow coefficient, a reliable relationship between the slip factor and flow conditions 

has not yet been established in the open literature. For example, as shown in Figure 3.3, there is 

not a clear relationship between slip factor and impeller exit flow coefficient for the four impellers 

under examination.  However, the relationships between the design parameters and slip in 

equations (3.7) and (3.9) support analyzing the slip factor in terms of loading coefficient and 

machine Mach number, Figure 3.7. The points on the scatter plot are the experimental data for 

each of the centrifugal compressor stages colored by the value of slip factor. Consistent trends in 

the value of slip factor can be discerned across different impeller designs as well as trends unique 

to each impeller. The dominant feature is the decrease in slip factor with increasing machine Mach 

number such that the smallest values of slip factor occur at the highest wheel speeds, both overall 

and for each design. Figure 3.6 showed that the slip models generally overpredict the slip factor 
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for the high-speed compressors, and thus, Figure 3.7 shows that the largest overpredictions in slip 

factor occur at the largest reported wheel speeds (i.e., at or near the design speed) for the high-

speed stages. 

To understand the dependence of slip factor on machine Mach number, equation (3.9) is rearranged 

to give the slip factor in terms for the total temperature rise ratio, machine Mach number, and exit 

flow coefficient:  

 ? =   ��2 − 1����� + >� tan -�3. (3.10)

Together, equation (3.10) and Figure 3.7 provide insight into the large ranges of slip factor 

documented in Table 3.2 for the high-speed compressors. While the datasets of all the stages 

extend from the design speed to minimums near 60% corrected speed (Table 3.1), the change in 

machine Mach number is much larger for the high-speed stages than for Eckardt’s impeller across 

the same change in percent corrected speed: the range of machine Mach numbers observed in 

Figure 3.7 for Eckardt’s impeller is less than 0.4. The small change in impeller tip speed results in 

a variation of slip factor 0.04. In contrast, the smallest range of machine Mach number for the 

high-speed compressors is almost 0.6 for CC3, and largest span of machine Mach number is more 

than 1.0 for the SSCC impeller. In addition to the large variations of machine Mach number across 

their operating ranges, the high-speed stages also run at large machine Mach numbers. Because 

the machine Mach number is raised to a power of two in equation  (3.10), the slip factor is also 

more sensitive to changes in the machine Mach number at higher impeller wheel speeds. Thus, the 

high-speed stages experience large changes in slip factor across their operating range as a result of 

correspondingly large ranges of machine Mach number at high impeller tip speeds. 

The relationship between slip factor and loading coefficient is more complex. As a broad 

observation of Figure 3.7, the slip factor generally increases with increasing loading coefficient 

across the design space. Considering constant machine Mach numbers of approximately 0.85 or 

1.7, the slip factor increases (the color of the points lightens) with increasing loading coefficient 

in a pervasive trend across at least three impeller designs at each speed. However, this trend does 
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Figure 3.7: Trend of slip factor with operating conditions as a function of the dimensionless 

design parameters of loading coefficient and machine Mach number. 

not hold within each impeller. Relative to points in each impeller’s individual operating range, the 

slip factor increases with loading coefficient for the CC3 and Came stage B but decreases with 

loading coefficient for the SRV2-O. The trend of slip factor with loading coefficient is ambiguous 

at high speeds for the Honeywell SSCC due to the small range of available loading coefficients, 

but at low speeds where the range of loading coefficient is larger, the slip factor increases with 

increasing loading coefficient. The slip factor decreases with loading coefficient at very low speeds 

for Eckardt impeller A. At machine Mach numbers above 0.8, the slip factor reverses the trend and 

increases with loading, but the few non-choke data points at the higher speeds for Eckardt’s 

impeller make drawing conclusions difficult. Examining the relationship between slip factor, 

loading coefficient, and backsweep in equation (3.7) provides some insight into the contradictory 
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trends between designs. The loading coefficient sets the minimum value for slip factor through 

equation (3.7). Thus, for a loading coefficient of one, the minimum possible value for slip factor 

is exactly one. As the loading coefficient decreases from one, there is more margin for slip to 

develop because the minimum possible value for slip factor also decreases. Figure 3.8 illustrates 

the relationship in equation (3.7) through lines of constant slip factor relative to the loading 

coefficient and backsweep parameter. The range of values of loading coefficient and backsweep 

parameter for each impeller are overlaid in colored regions, and the compressors with lower 

loading generally experience lower slip factors. Therefore, the broad trend of decreasing slip factor 

with decreasing loading coefficient is observed in Figure 3.7 across large differences in loading, 

such as the wide operating range for CC3 or the combined range of the Krain, SSCC, and Came 

impellers. It is postulated that the reverse trend may be true within specific designs because the 

loading coefficient only sets a minimum value for slip factor, and across smaller changes in loading 

coefficient, such as the operating range at design speed for Krain’s impeller, changes in the 

backsweep parameter have a larger influence than the reduction in loading coefficient. 

 

Figure 3.8: The relationship between loading coefficient, backsweep parameter, and slip factor. 
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3.3.1 Design Implications 

The trend of slip factor with machine Mach number and loading coefficient illustrated in Figure 

3.7 and Figure 3.8 has significant implications for design. Slip factor decreases more rapidly with 

increasing machine Mach number, and the minimum value available for slip factor is set by the 

loading coefficient. This trend is illustrated in Figure 3.9: data in Figure 3.7 has been reorganized 

to quantify slip factor on the ordinate rather than the machine Mach number. From Figure 3.9, 

since the slip factor decreases with increasing machine Mach number, large loading coefficients 

are necessary to maintain high values of slip factor at high impeller tip speeds. The loading 

coefficient can be increased by decreasing the impeller backsweep at the cost of reduced efficiency 

and stall margin. Therefore, an optimum loading coefficient exists at which the slip factor is 

maximized such that the work input lost due to slip is reduced but the impeller efficiency and stall 

margin are not sacrificed. 

Together, Figures 3.7-3.9 represent the first time a robust trend of slip factor has been established 

in the open literature. The relationship of slip factor with machine Mach number and loading 

coefficient extends across significantly different impeller designs and is valid at both design and 

off-design operating conditions. Furthermore, the trend of slip factor provides insight to designers 

of high-speed machines. As the machine Mach number increases, the slip factor decreases and, 

additionally, is more sensitive to changes in rotational speed at high machine Mach numbers due 

to the exponent on the tip speed term. Therefore, high-speed impeller designs are inherently 

susceptible to low values of slip factor as a result of their high machine Mach number, and high-

speed designs with low loading coefficients are especially likely to incur low values of slip factor. 

 Impact on Work Input 

The efficacy of the slip models in evaluating the work input of each stage was assessed by 

comparing the measured total temperature rise ratio of each compressor relative to the predictions 

for each model at each operating point. The general overprediction of slip factor observed in Figure 

3.6 is accompanied by an overprediction of work input, Figure 3.10. As in Figure 3.6, the stars in 

Figure 3.10 show the peak efficiency point at the design speed of each stage, the bar graphs show 

the normalized distribution of the error data color coded by stage, and a black, vertical, dotted 
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Figure 3.9: Variation of slip factor as a function of machine Mach number and loading 

coefficient. 

line highlights the zero-error location. However, instead of showing the absolute error in slip 

factor, the abscissa is percent error in the prediction of total temperature rise ratio relative to the 

measured total temperature rise ratio. 

Wiesner’s model offers the best overall prediction, but the overprediction of total temperature rise 

ratio is still significant: at almost half of the operating points, the total temperature rise ratio is 

overpredicted by more than 5%. Since the largest difference in slip factor between the models and 

experiments occurred at the greatest speeds for the high-speed impellers, the largest magnitude of 

error in total temperature rise ratio also occurred at the maximum wheel speed. At design speed, 

Wiesner’s model resulted in an error in total temperature rise ratio of approximately 20% for  
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Figure 3.10: Relative error between calculated experimental values of stage TTR and the 

predicted values of stage TTR for the a) Wiesner slip model, b) von Backström slip model, and 

c) Qiu slip model for the published operating points of each compressor. 

SRV2-O, 10% for CC3, 8% for Came stage B, and 15% for SSCC. The largest error for Wiesner’s 

model applied to Eckardt’s impeller occurred at lower speed but resulted in errors on the order of 

8%. Von Backström’s and Qiu’s models result in larger overpredictions of total temperature rise 

relative to Wiesner’s model, but the distribution of the errors is similar across all three models, 

analogous to the similarities between the models in the overprediction of slip factor in Figure 3.6. 

For Eckardt’s impeller, the absolute error in total temperature rise will generally be smaller than 
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the absolute error of the high-speed stages because the actual total temperature rise is also 

relatively small. 

The error in total temperature rise ratio can be directly observed in the work plots presented in 

Figure 3.11. The nearest available speedlines to 80%, 90%, and 100% corrected speed, according 

to Table 3.1, are given for each compressor. The total temperature rise ratio of the near 80% 

speedline for each of the high-speed compressors is the most accurately predicted for each model, 

and the accuracy generally improves at lower speeds not included in the figures (see the full work 

plot of Krain’s impeller in Figure 1.1 for reference). However, as speed increases, the predicted 

total temperature rise ratio diverges from the experimentally measured work input. Consistent with 

previous observations that the slip factor suffers from the largest overpredictions at and near design 

speed, the largest relative errors in Figure 3.10 occur at the design speed of each high-speed 

impeller. The slip models predict similar magnitudes of work input and extremely similar trends 

of work input as a function of mass flow rate and loading. The similarities in total temperature rise 

originate from the similar magnitudes of slip factor predicted by each model for the same impeller 

as reported in Table 3.2. The only difference between the centrifugal compressor model of each 

stage is the slip model itself. Therefore, the trend of total temperature rise for each model is almost 

identical since there is little to no variation of slip factor within each model across the operating 

range of each stage. 

An error propagation analysis was conducted on equation (3.7) to understand how the error in slip 

factor shown in Figure 3.6 resulted in the large errors in total temperature rise reported in Figure 

3.10. The error in total temperature rise ratio is compared between points at the same mass flow 

rate and impeller tip speed which are the primary drivers of exit flow coefficient. Thus, the exit 

flow coefficients are assumed to be constant during error propagation. Since the exit flow 

coefficient is implicitly related with slip factor and total temperature rise ratio, the assumption of 

constant exit flow coefficient greatly simplifies the analysis and equation (3.11) results: 

   �¼³³ = �2 − 1�?¼³³���� . (3.11)
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Figure 3.11: Total temperature rise ratio measured in each experiment compared with that 

predicted by Wiesner’s, von Backström’s, and Qiu’s models for 80%, 90%, and 100% speedlines 

of each compressor (or nearest available according to Table 3.1). 

Equation (3.11) shows that the error in the prediction of total temperature rise ratio,   �¼³³, is 

only dependent on the error in slip factor, ?¼³³, and the square of the machine Mach number. 

Figure 3.12 illustrates equation (3.11): the same absolute value of error in slip factor is increasingly 

deleterious for prediction of total temperature rise as the machine Mach number increases. An 
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error of 0.05 in the predicted slip factor results in a total temperature rise ratio error of about 0.02 

at the design intent machine Mach number of Eckardt’s impeller. However, at the same value of 

error in slip factor for a machine Mach number of 1.8 (near the design speed for the Krain, Came, 

and SSCC impellers), a fairly large error of about 0.06 total temperature rise ratio is expected. 

Thus, reasonable levels of error in slip factor shown in Figure 3.6 propagate to the large errors in 

total temperature rise ratio exhibited in Figure 3.10 due to the large machine Mach numbers of the 

high-speed compressors. 

 

Figure 3.12: Error in predicted TTR as a function of error in predicted slip factor and machine 

Mach number. The colored lines are the machine Mach number at design speed for each of the 

stages under investigation. 

Equation (3.11), and the corresponding graph in Figure 3.12, challenge whether the traditionally 

accepted ±0.05 error band for slip factor is satisfactory for both high- and intermediate-speed 

compressors. To evaluate the error in total temperature rise due to misprediction of slip in the 

context of the experiments, the ±0.05 slip factor region is compared to the operating range for each 

of the open literature compressors in terms of total temperature rise ratio and machine Mach 

number in Figure 3.13. The black line represents a generic impeller with 38 degrees of backsweep 

operating at an exit flow coefficient 0.20 and a slip factor of 0.90. The error bars are the range of 

total temperature rise possible at a given machine Mach number when an uncertainty of ±0.05 is 
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introduced to the slip factor. The error in total temperature rise ratio is similar to, if not larger than, 

the range of total temperature rise ratio available along an entire speedline for all the compressor 

stages, especially at the maximum wheel speeds. Recalling from Figure 3.12 that error in total 

temperature rise ratio scales with the square of the machine Mach number, a ±0.05 error in slip 

factor results in an error band in total temperature rise ratio comparable to the range of total 

temperature rise ratio achieved by Eckardt’s impeller at design speed despite the relatively low 

machine Mach number. For Krain’s and Came’s impellers, the error bar is more than twice as large 

as the operating range from near choke to stall at 100% speed. Therefore, an error of ±0.05 in slip 

factor may not be adequate for estimation of the work input for intermediate- and high-speed 

impellers. 

 

Figure 3.13: Error in TTR for ±0.05 in slip factor compared to the operating range of each of the 

stages under investigation. 
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4. DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW APPROACH TO MODELING SLIP 

AND WORK INPUT 

At the time of writing, all slip models in the open literature are derived from the theory of the 

relative eddy published by Stodola (1927), and most of those models rely exclusively on the 

impeller geometry. Recent models, such as those published by Qiu et al. (2011) and Stuart et al. 

(2019) extend the relative eddy approach beyond exclusive dependence on the impeller geometry 

to capture the variation of slip factor with operating conditions. However, as discussed in the 

previous chapter, Qiu’s model does not reproduce the large variation in slip factor throughout the 

operating range of high-speed impellers, and Stuart’s model, while applicable to meanline models, 

extends the meanline approach to a pseudo-multi-zone approach. Despite substantial investment 

from the research community, there is a need for more reliable prediction of slip in preliminary 

design. Therefore, a new approach to modeling slip and work input for high-speed compressors is 

introduced that is based on thermodynamics principles instead of the relationship of geometry with 

complex flow characteristics.  

 Derivation of the Method 

Some of the proceeding equations and terms have been defined in previous chapters, but they are 

repeated in the present chapter for clarity in the derivation procedure. The new model approaches 

the problem of predicting slip factor from a thermodynamic perspective rather than a fluid 

dynamics perspective due to the difficulty of accurately modeling flow physics in the impeller. 

Rather than the traditional practice of predicting the slip factor from geometry to calculate impeller 

work input, the new method directly predicts the work input delivered by the impeller. The 

predicted work input is then used to calculate slip factor. Since work input is of primary concern 

in the new method, the Euler turbomachinery equation excluding heat transfer is the starting point 

of the derivation: 

 −* = Δℎ[ = 
�Δ [ = Δ"#X , (4.1)
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where *  is the work input, ℎ[  is the stagnation enthalpy, 
�  is the specific heat at constant 

pressure,  [  is the total temperature, "  is the impeller wheel speed, and #X  is the impeller 

tangential flow velocity. Equation (4.1) is cast in terms of dimensionless design parameters by 

dividing both the stagnation enthalpy rise and total temperature rise terms by the square of the 

impeller exit tip speed and inlet total temperature. Additionally, the specific heat at constant 

pressure is rearranged in terms of the gas constant, �, and ratio of specific heats, 2, to express the 

total temperature rise ratio,   � (a nondimensional measure of the impeller work input), as a 

function of the loading coefficient, A, and machine Mach number, ���, in equation (4.2), 

   � = Δ [ [. = �2 − 1�A���� . (4.2)

The machine Mach number is defined according to equation (4.3), 

 ��� = "�t2� [.. (4.3)

The governing relationship between total temperature rise ratio, loading coefficient, and machine 

Mach number in equation (4.2) is leveraged to develop the new model. Both the stagnation 

enthalpy and total temperature terms used to derive equation (4.2) are dependent on the impeller 

exit tangential velocity. As shown in Figure 1.6, the impeller exit tangential velocity is dependent 

on slip, which is unknown in the current approach. Consequently, there are two unknowns, the 

total temperature rise ratio and the loading coefficient, and equation (4.2) cannot be solved as 

given. Therefore, the perfect flow guidance loading coefficient, A`ab , is introduced which is the 

loading coefficient for the case that the impeller exit flow exactly follows the blades. The perfect 

flow guidance loading coefficient corresponds to the perfect flow guidance impeller exit tangential 

velocity, #X�,`ab in Figure 1.6. Equation (4.2) is both multiplied and divided by the perfect flow 

guidance loading coefficient, resulting in equation (4.4), 

   � = �2 − 1�@A`ab���� , (4.4)
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where @  is the ratio of the actual loading coefficient to the perfect flow guidance loading 

coefficient: 

 @ = AA`ab . (4.5)

Equation (4.4) is mathematically identical to equation (4.2), but the terms have been manipulated 

to give the actual total temperature rise ratio delivered by the impeller as a function of the perfect 

flow guidance loading coefficient as well as the ratio of the actual loading coefficient to the perfect 

flow guidance loading coefficient. While the actual loading coefficient is unknown due to its 

dependence on the slip factor, at the perfect flow guidance condition, the slip factor is, by 

definition, equal to one. Therefore, the perfect flow guidance loading coefficient can be directly 

calculated from the meanline equations. 

Since equation (4.4) is a mathematically valid relationship, the term that must be modeled, the 

ratio of loading coefficients, is not required to be the primary driver of the model. Instead, the 

machine Mach number and loading coefficient inherently approximate both the magnitude and 

trend of the total temperature rise ratio, and modeling of the ratio of loading coefficients serves as 

a correction for magnitude. 

The trend of the ratio of loading coefficients with various dimensionless quantities (such as 

specific speed, mass flow coefficient, machine Mach number, and impeller exit flow coefficient) 

was investigated. Generally, the ratio of loading coefficients was found to be weakly correlated 

with individual dimensionless design parameters but more strongly correlated with products of the 

dimensionless quantities that included measures of the impeller shape factor, impeller tip speed, 

and compressibility. After extensive vetting of various combinations of parameters, the product of 

the inlet flow coefficient and square of the machine Mach number was chosen. A product of these 

parameters is given in dimensional form in equation (4.6) for reference: 
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 ���� >. = n4 v�.��w� v =.=[.w ¥#'."��[.�  ¦, (4.6)

where =. is the inlet static density, =[. is the inlet stagnation density, �. is the inlet root mean 

square radius, �� is the impeller exit radius, #'. is the inlet meridional velocity, and �[. is the 

speed of sound based on inlet stagnation conditions. The flow coefficient, >., is defined as 

 >. = ��=[.���"�, (4.7)

where ��  is the mass flow rate, and ��  is the impeller exit diameter. From equation (4.6), the 

dimensionless parameters incorporate a measure of the impeller shape factor through the radius 

ratio which has often been observed to influence slip factor (Busemann, 1928; Wiesner, 1967). 

Additionally, the impeller exit tip speed and compressibility at the impeller inlet contribute to the 

correction from perfect flow guidance conditions to actual conditions. Other combinations of 

dimensionless parameters also provided satisfactory correlations, but together, the square of the 

machine Mach number and flow coefficient provided the best combination of minimal scatter 

throughout the dataset and low error at high machine Mach numbers (i.e., at or near design speed). 

The general form of the model is obtained by substituting in the square of the machine Mach 

number and the inlet flow coefficient for the ratio of loading coefficients, equation (4.8): 

   � = �A`ab���� ����� >.��. (4.8)

The ratio of specific heats is assumed to be constant and is absorbed into the coefficient �. The 

ratio of loading coefficients, @, is not directly present since it is modeled by the product of the inlet 

flow coefficient and square of the machine Mach number raised to the power of coefficient �. The 

coefficients � and � are determined from a nonlinear regression analysis and, as is discussed in 

detail in the proceeding sections, may be prescribed per the recommended general values, 

customized to fit specific impeller families, or tailored to fit the implementation of the model. 
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Detailed procedures for the regression analysis, incorporation of the model into meanline analysis 

tools, and calculation of the slip factor itself are given in the appendices. 

 Evaluation of the Method 

The new model supports various methods of implementation, and thus, can be customized to fit 

the needs of the user. The general and family implementations of the model are considered first, 

indicated in figures by the GEN and FAM subscripts, respectively. Each implementation uses the 

definition of the model given in equation (4.8), but the coefficients �  and �  are calculated 

differently depending on the implementation. 

A weighted nonlinear regression analysis was conducted on equation (4.8) to determine the 

coefficients � and � for the general application of the model.  All the operating points available 

for the four open literature impellers were included in the analysis, but each stage was given equal 

total weighting such that stages with smaller data sets had the same influence on the regression as 

those with many points, such as the CC3 impeller. The general values for � and � in the first row 

of Table 4.1 are recommended as the default coefficients in the model. The family coefficients are 

also determined through nonlinear regression analysis, but the analysis is performed on each stage 

individually such that coefficients � and � are unique to each impeller. The values of � and � 

resulting from individually conducted nonlinear regression analyses on each of the open literature 

impellers are also given in Table 4.1. The general implementation of the model is intended for use 

in design cases where slip factor data from a reference impeller are not available for nonlinear 

regression analysis. The general coefficients are weighted towards high-speed application, but the 

together the four impellers represent a broad range of specific speed and loading. Thus, the 

coefficients are developed with the intent of applicability throughout the centrifugal compressor 

design space. The family implementation is recommended when an existing design is being 

modified and performance data at numerous operating conditions are available for regression 

analysis. 

Throughout the proceeding analysis, the Honeywell SSCC impeller is used as a validation case for 

general implementation of the new model. The slip factor of the Honeywell SSCC impeller was  
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Table 4.1: Model coefficients � and � for various implementations of the new model. 

Implementation Compressor Å Ã 

General General 0.26 -0.10 

Family Krain SRV2-O 0.25 -0.12 

Family NASA CC3 0.28 -0.06 

Family Came B 0.30 -0.05 

Family Eckardt A 0.36 -0.01 

   

predicted using the coefficients � and �  for the general implementation of the new model as 

calculated from the open literature compressors and given in the first row of Table 4.1. Therefore, 

the open literature cases provide an evaluation of the accuracy of the new model, and data 

associated with the SSCC impeller provide validation data to evaluate the predictive capability of 

the model. The results for the Honeywell SSCC validation case are shown alongside that of the 

open literature cases in most of the discussion. Since the family implementation of the model is 

customized for each impeller design, a validation case is not appropriate and is not included. The 

SSCC impeller is included in discussion of the family implementation to provide an additional 

data set for assessment of the new model. 

4.2.1 Results 

The differences between the calculated experimental slip factor and the slip factor predicted by 

Wiesner’s model, the general implementation of the new model, and the family implementation of 

the new model are given in Figure 4.1a, Figure 4.1b, and Figure 4.1c, respectively. As in the bar 

graphs presented in Chapter 3, the bar graphs in Figure 4.1 show the distribution of the error data 

color coded by stage, and the black, vertical, dashed line highlights the zero-error location. 

Overpredictions of slip factor, are indicated by negative values to the left of the zero-error line, 

while underpredictions of slip factor are positive and to the right. The stars above the bar graph 

indicate the error in predicted slip factor at the design speed peak efficiency point of each stage. 

Each stage is given equal visual representation in the bar plots by normalizing the ordinate such 

that that a single stage with a large data set does not skew interpretation of the data. 
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Figure 4.1: Difference between calculated and experimental values of slip factor and predicted 

values of slip factor for the a) Wiesner slip model, b) new slip model, general implementation, 

and c) new slip model, family implementation. 

Both the general and family implementations of the new model result in a normal distribution of 

error in predicted slip factor centered around 0 error, while there is broad, irregular scatter in the 

error distribution resulting from Wiesner’s model. Additionally, the range of error for both 

implementations of the new model is smaller than that of Wiesner’s model. The scatter of the error 

distributions depicted in Figure 4.1 is quantified in Table 4.2. The general and family 

implementations of the new model predict more than 60% and 90% of the data, respectively, within  
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Table 4.2: Percent of data in Figure 4.1 within error bands of ±0.025 and ±0.050 in slip factor. 

Slip Factor Error Wiesner New, General New, Family 

±0.025 25% 62% 93% 

±0.050 52% 88% 99% 

   

±0.025 of the experimental slip factor, while Wiesner’s model captures just over 50% of the data 

within ±0.05. Specifically for the SSCC validation case, 83% of the data are predicted within the 

±0.025 error band, which supports application of the general implementation to impellers not 

included in the regression analysis. 

Traditional geometry-based approaches to modeling slip factor were shown to exhibit large levels 

of error at design speed for high-speed compressors in Chapter 3, and this can be seen for 

Wiesner’s model in Figure 4.1a. Of the high-speed compressors, only the design point slip factor 

of Came’s impeller is predicted within the traditionally accepted ±0.05 error band. The new model 

shows significant improvement in predicting slip factor at the design speed peak efficiency point 

for both the general and family implementations. Although the slip factor predicted for Eckardt’s 

impeller is outside the ±0.05 band for the general method, the high-speed stages are all within the 

band. For the family implementation, the design point slip factor is predicted within ±0.025 for all 

cases. 

Since errors in the prediction of slip factor propagate to errors in work input, the ability of the new 

model to predict work input is also considered, Figure 4.2. As in Figure 4.1, the zero-error location 

is highlighted by a black, vertical, dashed line, and stars across the top of the graph indicate the 

error at the design speed peak efficiency point. However, the abscissa now shows the relative error 

in total temperature rise ratio rather than absolute error in slip factor. The large error range in slip 

factor for Wiesner’s model (Figure 4.1a) propagates to larger mispredictions of work input. Less 

than 35% of the data are predicted within ±5% of the actual work input, and at design speed, errors 

of at least 5%, and up to 20%, are observed. The errors observed for the new model are also larger 

but remain normally distributed about 0% error. More than 70% and 90% of the predictions are 

within ±5% of the actual work input for the general (Figure 4.2b) and family (Figure 4.2c) 
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Figure 4.2 Relative error in predicted total temperature rise ratio for the a) Wiesner slip model, b) 

new slip model, general implementation, and c) new slip model, family implementation. 

implementations of the new model, respectively. Additionally, the design point total temperature 

rise ratio predication is within ±2.5% error for the family implementation. The design point error 

is larger for the general implementation but still represents an improvement relative to Wiesner’s 

model when applied to high-speed impellers. 

Prediction of the work input for the SSCC case using the general implementation of the model 

again supports application of the new model to the broader centrifugal compressor design space. 
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The model predicts the total temperature rise ratio for 68% of the SSCC operating points within 

±2.5% relative error, and the slip factor at design point is predicted with an error of less than 1%. 

The improvement in prediction of total temperature rise ratio can be observed through comparison 

of the work plots for each of the compressors as measured in experiments and predicted by each 

of the slip models, Figure 4.3. All three models provide good estimates of the work input at low 

speed, but as speed (i.e., machine Mach number) increases, the prediction provided by Wiesner’s 

model diverges from the experimental data, as documented in the previous chapter.  In contrast, 

both implementations of the new model provide good estimates of the work input throughout the 

operating range of the high-speed impellers. The general implementation of the new model, which 

is the less accurate implementation, provides better estimates of the compressor work than 

Wiesner’s model at all speedlines except the design speed of Eckardt’s impeller, in which case it 

is comparable to Wiesner’s model. The larger relative errors for the general implementation as 

applied to Eckardt’s impeller are likely due to its weak dependence on the coefficient � as given 

in Table 4.1. The family implementation almost exactly replicates the work for all five 

compressors. 

4.2.2 Discussion 

To support discussion of the results, the relationship between slip factor, machine Mach number, 

loading coefficient, and total temperature rise is explored by considering the case of an impeller 

operating with axial inlet flow. For the case with no pre-whirl, the loading coefficient can be 

defined as 

 A = #X�"� . (4.9)

Recalling the impeller exit velocity triangle from Figure 1.6, the exit tangential flow velocity is 

 #X� = "� − #�$%� − #'� tan -�3 (4.10)
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Figure 4.3: Total temperature rise ratio measured in each experiment compared with that 

predicted by Wiesner’s, general implementation of the new slip model, and family 

implementation of the new slip, family for 60%, 80%, 90%, and 100% speedlines (or nearest 

available according to Table 3.1) of each compressor. 
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where #�$%� is the slip velocity, #'� is the impeller exit meridional velocity, and -�3 is the impeller 

exit blade angle. Combining equations (4.9) and (4.10) with the definition of slip factor, 

 ? = 1 − #�$%�"� , (4.11)

 gives equation (4.12), 

 ? = A + >� tan -�3, (4.12)

where the slip factor is cast in terms of the loading coefficient, the blade exit angle, and the impeller 

exit flow coefficient, >�, which is the ratio of impeller exit meridional flow velocity to the impeller 

exit tip speed: 

 >� = #'�"� . (4.13)

 Finally, equation (4.12) is utilized to substitute the slip factor, exit flow coefficient, and blade exit 

angle into equation (4.2) in place of the loading coefficient, which is rearranged to give the slip 

factor in terms of dimensionless parameters: 

 ? =   ��2 − 1����� + >� tan -�3. (4.14)

Numerous investigations have confirmed the slip factor varies as a function of the compressor 

operating conditions (Cumpsty, 1989; Dean, 1971; Eckardt, 1978; Sakai et al., 1967; Stahler, 

1965). However, traditional models derived from the relative eddy approach, such as Wiesner’s 

model, are dependent only on the impeller geometry and cannot capture the variation of slip factor 

with operating conditions driven by equations (4.12) and (4.14). Some recent relative eddy 

approaches have incorporated the impeller exit flow coefficient to account for the variation of slip 

factor with operating conditions (Qiu et al., 2011; Stuart et al., 2017), but these methods dilute the 

influence of the machine Mach number in equation (4.14). The variation of the exit flow coefficient 
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throughout the compressor map is usually small relative to the range of machine Mach numbers 

available to high-speed compressors, and furthermore, the machine Mach number is raised to a 

larger power than the exit flow coefficient. 

Thus, the relationship of slip factor with machine Mach number in Figure 4.4 is not captured by 

relative eddy models, regardless of exit flow coefficient inclusion. As the machine Mach number 

increases, the slip factor decreases both as a general trend and for each individual design. The 

dependence of slip factor on machine Mach number and increasing influence of machine Mach 

number at high tip speeds also drives the increasing overprediction of work input with wheel speed 

between Wiesner’s model and the experimental results observed in Figure 4.3. In contrast to 

geometry-based models, the new model inherently incorporates the influence of the machine Mach 

number on slip factor through equation (4.14), emulates the trend of slip factor in Figure 4.4, and 

supports accurate characterization of the trend of slip factor with compressor operating conditions. 

Additionally, significant improvement in the prediction of the slip factor is attained at and near 

design speed for the high-speed impellers where influence of the machine Mach number is large. 

 

Figure 4.4: Relationship of slip factor with machine Mach number. 
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As previously shown in Figure 3.7, Figure 4.4 also shows that a range of values for slip factor are 

possible for a single machine Mach number (i.e., along a speedline). The new model captures this 

behavior through incorporation of the loading coefficient and flow coefficient, supporting the 

capability of the new model to capture the variation of slip factor throughout the compressor map. 

Reversing the direction of the error propagation between slip factor and total temperature rise ratio 

also provides accuracy benefits to the new method. Traditional slip models calculate a slip factor, 

from which the work input delivered by the impeller is determined. To understand how the error 

in predicted slip factor cascades to the total temperature rise ratio, the error propagation analysis 

conducted in Chapter 2 is revisited. The impeller exit flow coefficient and machine Mach number 

in equation (4.14) are again considered constant, and error propagation analysis on equation (4.14) 

gives the error in total temperature rise ratio,   �¼³³, as 

   �¼³³ = �2 − 1�?¼³³���� . (4.15)

From equation (4.15), the error in slip factor, ?¼³³, is propagated to total temperature rise ratio 

scaled by the square of the machine Mach number for traditional slip models. Figure 3.12 

illustrates equation (4.15): as the machine Mach number increases, the same level of error in slip 

factor is increasingly deleterious for the prediction of total temperature rise ratio. Thus, the errors 

in slip factor predicted by Wiesner’s model in Figure 4.1 propagate to large errors in total 

temperature rise in Figure 4.2. The new method uses a predicted total temperature rise ratio to 

calculate the slip factor, so the direction of error propagation is reversed: the error in predicted 

total temperature rise ratio propagates to error in slip factor but is divided by the square of the 

machine Mach number. Consequently, the new method can tolerate larger mispredictions since the 

error propagation from total temperature rise ratio to slip factor reduces the magnitude of the 

absolute error in slip factor for machine Mach numbers greater than one. 

In addition to providing high levels of accuracy, the new model is ideal for use in the preliminary 

design phase when basic parameters such as flow areas, velocity triangles, and thermodynamic 

states are set. At present, all other slip models require the specification of the number of impeller 

blades and/or backsweep angle, if not blade thickness and other geometric parameters, as well. 
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The new model relies only on dimensionless parameters that are fundamental to compressor 

design, and no additional parameters beyond those required to solve the meanline equations must 

be introduced to estimate the slip factor with the new model. 

Though the model is not able to directly account for the radial component of inlet flow velocity 

that may arise from some irregular inlet ducts, the new model is expected to be compatible with 

axisymmetric swirl at the impeller inlet. The inlet swirl should be accounted for through the effect 

of the inlet flow angle on the loading coefficient. Unfortunately, direct consideration of the effect 

of non-axial inlet flow on slip factor and the model was not possible in the present work since axial 

inlet flow was provided to all the available datasets. 

Because the new model is dependent only on design parameters and derived from governing 

relationships, it provides both improved estimation of the slip factor and ease of use in preliminary 

design. However, application of the model is unconventional. While traditional slip models use a 

predicted value for slip factor to calculate impeller work input, the new model directly predicts the 

work input, and the slip factor is solved for in the system of meanline equations. A one-dimensional 

analysis tool is, therefore, necessary to provide a solution to the meanline equations and a value 

for slip factor, whereas relative eddy models supply a value for slip factor based only on the 

impeller geometry. As such, the new model is intended specifically for use in meanline solvers for 

centrifugal compressors as outlined in Appendix B. 

 Considerations for External Losses 

Internal losses only affect the entropy generation of the stage and have negligible bearing on the 

work input delivered by the impeller. In contrast, external losses (such as disc friction and 

recirculation) contribute to the overall stage total temperature rise ratio without providing 

additional total pressure rise. At a given operating point where the impeller wheel speed, mass 

flow rate, and total temperature rise ratio are constant, increasing levels of external loss correspond 

to reduced impeller work input. By extension, the slip factor must decrease to support the reduction 

in impeller work input. External losses must, therefore, be accounted for when relating slip factor, 
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total temperature rise ratio, and loading coefficient. Whitfield & Baines (1990) and Japikse & 

Baines (1994) provide additional details on internal and external losses. 

Exact allocation of external losses is possible in 1D modeling. As such, all references to the total 

temperature rise ratio and loading coefficient up to this point have been to those parameters as 

specifically associated with the impeller: the external losses have not been included. Separating 

the total temperature rise due to the impeller and external losses is recommended since equation 

(4.4) is defined specifically for the work input generated by the impeller. However, the percentage 

of the temperature rise delivered by the impeller versus external losses often cannot be rigorously 

partitioned in experiments. Therefore, the model coefficients are recalculated per the procedures 

in Appendix A with the external losses included in both the perfect flow guidance loading 

coefficient and total temperature rise ratio terms, Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3: Model coefficients � and � with external losses included for various implementations 

of the new model. 

Implementation Compressor Å Ã 

General+EXT General 0.25 -0.11 

Family+EXT Krain SRV2-O 0.23 -0.15 

Family+EXT NASA CC3 0.27 -0.07 

Family+EXT Came B 0.27 -0.08 

Family+EXT Eckardt A 0.37 0.00 

   

The new model is robust to the inclusion of external losses, Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6. The absolute 

error in slip factor and relative error distribution for the total temperature rise ratio predicted by 

Wiesner’s model are shown again in Figure 4.5a and Figure 4.6a, respectively, for comparison to 

the new model. From Figure 4.5, the new model provides improved prediction of slip factor 

relative to Wiesner’s model when external losses are included. There is a slight increase in scatter 

for design points of the family implementation when external loss is included, and the general 

implementation is largely unchanged. Overall, the accuracy of the method for prediction of the  
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Figure 4.5: Difference between calculated and experimental values of slip factor and predicted 

values of slip factor for the a) Wiesner slip model, b) new slip model, general implementation 

including external losses, and c) new slip model, family implementation including external 

losses. 

slip factor is maintained when the enthalpy rise due to external losses cannot be separated from 

the work input to flow by the impeller blades. 

Figure 4.6b and Figure 4.6c show the error distribution for the predicted total temperature rise ratio 

of the general and family implementations of the new model including external losses. The SSCC 

impeller again gives validation for general implementation of the model. The inclusion of external  
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Figure 4.6: Relative error in predicted total temperature rise ratio for the a) Wiesner slip model, 

b) new slip model, general implementation including external losses, and c) new slip model, 

family implementation including external losses. 

losses in the regression analysis results in more scattered error distributions for both 

implementations of the model. However, the accuracy remains improved relative to Wiesner’s 

model, particularly at design point for the high-speed compressors and for the family 

implementation of the model. 
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In the present work, 20% of the overall loss is attributed to external losses at all operating points. 

In actual operation, the distribution of internal and external losses will vary as a function of the 

mass flow rate and loading coefficient (e.g., Figure 2.5, Figure 2.6, Figure 2.7, and Figure 2.8). 

The information required to replicate the actual variation of external losses between operating 

conditions within each stage is not given in the open literature, hence the ability of the new model 

to predict slip factor with varying external loss distributions cannot be directly examined. 

However, the sensitivity of the model coefficients to the prescribed internal/external loss 

distribution can be considered, Figure 4.7. The coefficients for the general implementation of the 

model are shown as a function of the overall loss assigned to external losses for both the base 

model implementation as well as with external losses included. The coefficients of the family 

implementation of the new model for each open literature case at 20% external loss allocation 

(given in Table 4.1) are shown for reference. As external losses increase, less of the stage total 

temperature rise is provided by the impeller and a larger correction from the perfect flow guidance 

condition to the actual operating condition is required. Thus, both coefficients � and � decrease 

with increasing external losses. The same reasoning applies to the difference between the general 

implementation and general implementation with external losses. A larger correction is necessary 

when external losses are included since external losses are incorporated in correlating the perfect 

flow guidance condition to the actual operating condition. At 0% external loss there are no external 

losses, so the coefficients of the GEN and GEN+EXT implementations of the model converge. 

The sensitivity of the coefficients to external losses is smaller than the range of values for the 

family coefficients of each stage. In fact, when external losses are excluded, the change in the 

coefficients across the large 30% variation in external loss distribution is similar to the variation 

of the coefficients within only the high-speed stages. Therefore, while the effect of varying external 

losses between operating points cannot be directly investigated, the accuracy of the model with the 

inclusion of external losses in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6, the insensitivity of the model coefficients 

to the external loss distribution in Figure 4.7, and the basis of the model in governing relationships 

give confidence that the model is compatible with variable external losses. 
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Figure 4.7: Relationship of the model coefficients � and � with the distribution of internal and 

external losses. The coefficients of the new model at the 20% external loss allocation for the 

family implementation are shown for reference. 

 Considerations for Blockage 

To this point, blockage has not been considered for two primary reasons: (1) some researchers 

consider modeling blockage to be fundamentally inconsistent with the meanline modeling 

approach, and (2) little information and discussion of blockage models is available in the open 

literature. However, some organizations argue that since there is no mass flux through the blocked 

regions of the flow area, the meanline flow properties cannot accurately represent the properties 

of the zero-mass flux area. From this perspective, blockage must be modeled to accurately 

represent the flow field with meanline parameters. The capacity of the model to predict slip and 

work input in conjunction with the use of blockage is, therefore, investigated. The five compressors 

are modeled according the same procedures given in the current chapter, but a constant blockage 

equivalent to 10% of the impeller exit flow area is applied at each operating point. The 10% 

blockage is also carried over to Stanitz’s vaneless diffuser loss model for consistency. The 

resulting error distributions of slip factor and total temperature rise ratio are given in Figure 4.8 

and Figure 4.9, respectively. Wiesner’s model, the general implementation of the new model, and 

the family implementation of the new model are show in subfigures (a), (b), and (c), respectively.  
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Incorporating 10% flow blockage at the impeller exit generally reduces the error in slip factor for 

Wiesner’s model, Figure 4.8a. The slip factor predicted by Wiesner’s model is unchanged since 

the model is independent of the flow conditions. Conversely, the value of slip factor calculated 

from the experimental matching procedure is a function of blockage, and the change in the 

experimental slip factor drives the overall reduction of error. As blockage increases, the impeller 

exit meridional velocity must increase to maintain the same mass flow rate for a reduced effective 

flow area (with the assumption of constant density), and changes to the meridional velocity affect 

the entire impeller exit velocity triangle. The impeller exit tangential flow velocity remains the 

same since it is constrained to match the velocity required to generate the total temperature rise 

ratio measured in the experiment. Therefore, the slip velocity and backsweep velocity components 

must change with the incorporation of blockage. Slightly larger values of experimental slip factor 

result with the incorporation of 10% flow blockage, and the slip factor predicted by Wiesner’s 

model is more representative of the slip factors of the high-speed impellers with 10% blockage 

than 0% blockage. Eckardt’s impeller is the exception to the improvement in accuracy, however. 

Wiesner’s model underpredicted the slip factor without blockage, and adding blockage increases 

the magnitude of the underprediction. 

Incorporating blockage into the new model has little effect on the accuracy in the prediction of slip 

factor for either implementation, Figure 4.8b and Figure 4.8c. The scatter of the distributions 

around zero-error is largely unchanged, and the design point prediction appears to be slightly 

improved. 

The relative error in total temperature rise ratio for each model is shown in Figure 4.9. For 

Wiesner’s model (Figure 4.9a), the error in predicted total temperature rise at the design point for 

the high-speed stages decreases with the incorporation of blockage, but the overall scatter of the 

error distribution remains approximately the same. The error distributions of the total temperature 

rise ratio for the general and family implementations of the new model also remain largely 

unchanged with the incorporation of blockage. The design point prediction of total temperature 

rise ratio improves slightly for both implementations of the new model relative to the case without 

blockage. Both the experimental data and perfect flow guidance data are calculated with 10% flow 

blockage, and the effect of blockage is accounted for in correlating the perfect flow guidance 
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Figure 4.8: Difference between calculated and experimental values of slip factor and predicted 

values of slip factor with 10% impeller exit blockage for the a) Wiesner slip model, b) new slip 

model, general implementation, and c) new slip model, family implementation. 

operating conditions to the experimental operating conditions. Thus, like with external losses, the 

new model is insensitive to the incorporation of blockage because blockage is inherently 

incorporated into the model through equation (4.2).  
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Figure 4.9: Relative error in predicted total temperature rise ratio with 10% impeller exit 

blockage for the a) Wiesner slip model, b) new slip model, general implementation, and c) new 

slip model, family implementation. 

 Alternate Correlations 

Among the dimensionless parameters investigated, the product of the inlet flow coefficient and the 

square of the machine Mach number provided the best combination of ease of use, accuracy at 

high speeds, and minimal scatter at low speeds for the selected impellers. Consequently, most of 

the discussion in the present work is devoted to the correlation of total temperature rise ratio with 

this specific combination of parameters. However, multiple additional combinations of 
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dimensionless parameters correlate well with the ratio of the perfect flow guidance coefficient and 

the actual loading coefficient. Specifically, the product of the specific speed, �¡, and the square of 

the machine Mach number as well as the product of the ratio of the inlet flow coefficient to the 

exit flow coefficient and the square of the machine Mach number provided notably good results. 

The correlations for the general implementations of each of these parameters are given in equation 

(4.16), 

   � = 0.30A`ab���� j���� �¡,`abk�[..�, (4.16)

and equation (4.17),  

   � = 0.31A`ab���� ¥���� >.>�,`ab ¦�[.[Æ. (4.17)

The definition of specific speed used in equation (4.16) is 

 ��,`ab = >.[.�A`ab[.u�. (4.18)

The absolute error in slip factor, Figure 4.10, and the relative error distributions in total temperature 

rise ratio, Figure 4.11, are again presented to evaluate the accuracy of the method. The subfigures 

(b) and (c) correspond to equations (4.16) and (4.17), respectively. The error distribution for 

Wiesner’s model is shown again for reference in subfigure (a) of both figures, and the SSCC 

impeller serves as a validation case. The general implementations for both the specific speed and 

ratio of flow coefficients are shown, but both can be utilized in the family implementation with 

recalculation of the coefficients for specific impeller designs. 

The error distributions for the general implementations again show improvement in the prediction 

of slip factor and total temperature rise ratio relative to Wiesner’s model and are comparable to 

the general correlation with inlet flow coefficient presented previously. When considering the 

design points in Figure 4.10b and Figure 4.10c, both alternate correlations show some  
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Figure 4.10: Difference between calculated and experimental values of slip factor and predicted 

values of slip factor for the a) Wiesner slip model, b) new slip model, general implementation for 

specific speed, and c) new slip model, general implementation for ratio of flow coefficients. 

improvement in the prediction of slip factor relative to the correlation with inlet flow coefficient 

in Figure 4.1b. The overall error distribution of slip factor is also similar between the three different 

correlations. Parallel trends are observed in the prediction of total temperature rise ratio, Figure 

4.11: the general implementation of the alternate correlations provides improved accuracy at the 

design point relative to the base correlation. However, there are more outliers with large negative 

relative errors for the alternate correlations. 
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Figure 4.11: Relative error in predicted total temperature rise ratio for the a) Wiesner slip model, 

b) new slip model, general implementation for specific speed, and c) new slip model, general 

implementation for ratio of flow coefficients. 

While the correlation with specific speed provides high accuracy at design point, the dependence 

on the specific speed introduces additional complexities into the model. For the model not to be 

recursive with the meanline equations, the perfect flow guidance specific speed must be used. 

Usage of an additional perfect flow guidance parameter introduces further reliance on modeling to 

the method. The same reasoning applies to the correlation with the ratio of flow coefficients: the 

impeller exit flow coefficient must be calculated from the perfect flow guidance condition. Thus, 
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the inlet flow coefficient correlation was chosen as the primary method for discussion in the 

present work. The alternate correlations are presented, however, as the additional resources may 

be of use during the design process. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

A generalized meanline model for centrifugal compressors has been developed and validated. At 

the time of publication, the model has incorporated many loss models from the open literature, 

three commonly used slip models, and five compressors for use as case studies. The model has 

also been configured to enable one-dimensional analysis of experimental data for compressors 

based on overall performance measurements and validated with data from the open literature to 

verify the functionality of the model at design and off-design conditions. Validation of the model 

also serves as validation of the capability for OTAC itself to conduct off-design calculations for 

centrifugal compressors. The model was primarily developed for the investigation of slip models 

for centrifugal compressors, but it may serve as a design and analysis tool for a variety of 

applications. 

Along with loss models which simulate entropy generation, slip models are a key component of 

the meanline design phase used to modify the ideal 1D equations such that they are representative 

of real compression processes. The current set of slip models in the open literature are all based, 

to some extent, on the relative eddy analysis originally presented by Stodola (Stodola, 1927) and 

mathematically derived for the case of logarithmic spiral blades by Busemann (Busemann, 1928). 

While Wiesner’s, von Backström’s, and Qiu’s models may accurately reflect the theory presented 

by Busemann, it appears that the relative eddy theory may not completely represent the slip 

phenomenon in high-speed compressors. Because of this, there are errors between the slip factor 

predicted by each of the models and the actual slip factor experienced by the compressors, 

especially at large impeller tip Mach numbers. Furthermore, the slip models in the open literature 

are largely determined by the geometry of the impeller, and therefore, the predicted slip factor 

does not vary with operating conditions. The range of slip factors experienced by high-speed 

compressors may be quite large, so the slip factor predicted from geometry-governed models may 

provide a good estimate at some operating conditions and a less accurate estimate at others. 

For the first time in the open literature, a robust trend of slip factor as a function of operating 

conditions is established, and the trend is consistent not only within the operating range of a single 
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impeller but also across dramatically different impeller designs. Slip factor generally decreases 

with increasing machine Mach number and decreasing loading coefficient, though the trend with 

loading coefficient may be reversed within a single impeller design. The trend of slip factor with 

design parameters has important implications for high-speed impeller designs: to minimize the 

work input not produced due to slip, high loading coefficients are necessary. Higher loading 

coefficients can be achieved by reducing the impeller backsweep angle, but the corresponding 

reduction in slip comes at the sacrifice of reduced stall margin and efficiency. 

Slip factor is an important parameter for the accurate estimation of overall compressor 

performance. It is ultimately used to predict the work input of an impeller and the impeller exit 

velocity triangle, and this portion of the discussion is often neglected in the analysis of slip and 

slip models. Differences between the measured and predicted slip factor for each of the 

investigated open literature models leads to large errors in the predicted work input for the high-

speed compressors. Error propagation analysis reveals that errors in slip factor are scaled by the 

square of the machine Mach number. Since the greatest differences between the measurements and 

experiments occurred at the highest impeller tip speeds, large errors in total temperature rise are 

observed at the design speed for all the high-speed stages. The error propagation analysis also 

reveals that an error of ±0.05 in slip factor, the traditionally accepted error band for prediction of 

the parameter, results in errors of predicted work input that may be as large or larger than the range 

of work input available along a speedline, especially for the high-speed stages. The reliability of 

slip models to predict slip for high-speed stages should be scrutinized. 

Finally, a new method to model slip and work input for centrifugal compressor impellers has been 

introduced. Traditional slip models use the theory of the relative eddy to predict the flow physics 

at the impeller exit based on the impeller geometry. Rather than modeling flow physics, the new 

approach utilizes dimensionless parameters to predict the actual total temperature rise ratio from 

the perfect flow guidance condition. The new model is based on dimensionless parameters that are 

representative of both the operating conditions and impeller geometry. Thus, the model inherently 

supports prediction of slip factor at design and off-design conditions. The model is applicable to 

impellers throughout the centrifugal compressor design space by its dependence on the key design 

parameters of machine Mach number, loading coefficient, and flow coefficient. Additionally, 
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many slip models in the open literature require the specification of geometry beyond what is 

strictly necessary to establish the velocity triangles of the stage, such as blade number or blade 

thickness. The new model predicts slip factor and work input with parameters that are fundamental 

to establishing the duty of the compressor stage. 

The new model provides greatly improved accuracy for predicting both slip factor and work input 

relative to other slip models available in the open literature, particularly near design speed for high-

speed compressors. The dependence of the new model on the relationship between total 

temperature rise ratio, loading coefficient, and machine Mach number in equation (4.2) drives the 

high degree of accuracy observed throughout the present work. Since the model relies more heavily 

on governing equations than the actual modeling, numerous implementations of the model are 

possible. The general implementation of the model is recommended for broad application, 

equation (5.1): 

   � = �A`ab���� ����� >.�� = 0.27A`ab���� ����� >.��[..[. (5.1)

The two coefficients of the model, � and �, can be customized to fit specific impeller families, 

calculated with or without external losses, and for various design parameters. In the present work, 

the coefficients have been developed with respect to four well-documented centrifugal compressor 

cases from the open literature and validated with the Honeywell SSCC dataset. Ideally, additional 

datasets would be incorporated into the one-dimensional analysis procedures to develop the 

coefficients of the model. However, non-normalized design and off-design performance, as well 

as detailed specifications of stage geometry, are rarely published in the open literature. Hence, 

very few cases are available in the open literature with the extensive documentation necessary to 

construct a comprehensive one-dimensional model of the stage. It is, therefore, necessary for 

additional organizations to evaluate the model with respect to internal datasets to support further 

evaluation of the model’s efficacy. 

Whatever the application, the model has been shown to be robust to the inclusion or exclusion of 

external losses as well as blockage. Moreover, the reliance of the model on the governing 

relationships enables correlation of the actual work input delivered with a variety of dimensionless 
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design parameters. The reliance of the new model on governing relationships rather than modeling 

techniques, inherent incorporation of design conditions, and favorable uncertainty propagation 

together provide an improvement in predictive capability for slip factor and work input during 

centrifugal compressor preliminary design. 
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APPENDIX A: NONLINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR 

DETERMINING SLIP MODEL COEFFICIENTS 

The procedure to determine the coefficients �  and �  of the new model through nonlinear 

regression analysis has some flexibility due to the robustness of the method. In addition to the 

basic geometric parameters of the impeller, overall performance data of a centrifugal compressor 

stage is necessary to conduct the regression analysis. Ideally, the contribution of external losses to 

the overall stage total temperature rise ratio is known so that the total temperature rise ratio due to 

the impeller can be isolated through equation (5.2): 

   �\¢`¼��¼³ =   �¡6£b¼ −   �¼¯6¼³Ç£�. (5.2)

For cases where experimental data for the external losses are unavailable, as is common, the 

external losses can be modeled according to best practices. An alternative to the use of external 

loss models is to assign a portion of the overall loss to the external losses, as outlined in Chapter 

3. As a final option, the new model is robust to the inclusion of external losses as discussed in 

Section 4.3, and the regression analysis can be conducted with overall total temperature data with 

a slight penalty to the accuracy of predictions. It must be noted that while the method is not overly 

sensitive to external losses, separation of the diffuser loss from impeller loss is necessary. Thus, 

the efficiency data provided to the method should either be the impeller efficiency, or the stage 

efficiency must be used in conjunction with a diffuser loss model to isolate the impeller loss from 

the diffuser loss. 

Before proceeding with the regression analysis, the perfect flow guidance condition corresponding 

to each operating point in the dataset must be calculated to determine the perfect flow guidance 

loading coefficient. The perfect flow guidance specific speed and impeller exit flow coefficient 

can also be determined from the perfect flow guidance condition if one of the alternative 

implementations of the model given in Section 4.5 is used. The perfect flow guidance condition is 

calculated by using the mass flow rate and rotational speed associated with each operating point 

as inputs to a meanline analysis tool, with or without blockage per standard design practice. A slip 

factor of one is used to calculate the perfect flow guidance condition, and, in the present work, the 
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efficiency at the perfect flow guidance condition was assumed to be the identical to the actual 

operating conditions. Additionally, the proportion of external loss to overall loss was assumed to 

be identical between the actual operating condition and the perfect flow guidance condition. For 

example, 20% of the impeller loss was attributed to external loss at both the actual and perfect 

flow guidance conditions in the present work. If blockage is incorporated into the meanline model, 

it should be implemented in calculation of the perfect flow guidance condition in the same manner 

as calculating the actual operating condition. Matching the experimental efficiency was 

accomplished in the present work by iterating on the impeller loss until the total loss between the 

impeller and diffuser loss model resulted in an efficiency equal to the measured stage efficiency. 

Nonlinear regression is then conducted on equation (4.8), equation (4.16), or equation (4.17) by 

providing a nonlinear regression analysis tool with the appropriate parameters from the chosen 

equation. The MATLAB function nlinfit was used in the present work (MATLAB (version 

R2019a), 2019). The nonlinear regression analysis provides the user with the coefficients � and � 

to be implemented in the model of choice in a meanline analysis tool. 
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APPENDIX B. APPLICATION OF THE MODEL 

The steps to introduce the new model into a meanline analysis tool are not rigid, and the procedures 

given herein are intended as guidelines rather than as imperatives. The two primary steps to 

incorporate the new model into an existing code are calculation of the slip factor from the predicted 

work input and integration of the model into the solver. 

Equations (4.8), (4.16), and (4.17) all provide a predicted total temperature rise ratio rather than 

slip factor. However, most meanline analysis codes are set up to accept a predicted value for slip 

factor or deviation from a slip model, not total temperature rise ratio. To calculate the slip factor, 

the total temperature rise ratio of the impeller (excluding external losses as in Figure 4.1 and Figure 

4.2) must be used. If the new model is implemented such that the external losses are included, as 

in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6, the total temperature rise ratio due to external losses must be deducted 

from the stage total temperature rise ratio. Once the total temperature rise ratio of the impeller is 

obtained, the loading coefficient associated with the impeller (excluding external losses) can be 

calculated via equation (5.3): 

 A\¢`¼��¼³ =   �\¢`¼��¼³�2 − 1����� . (5.3)

The actual impeller exit tangential velocity is then calculated by relating the impeller loading 

coefficient to the flow velocities through equation (5.4), 

 #X� = A\¢`¼��¼³"�� − ".#X."� . (5.4)

From the impeller exit velocity triangle in Figure 1.6, the slip velocity can be calculated according 

to equation (5.5), 
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 #�$%� = "� − #X� − #'� tan -�3 . (5.5)

Without the meanline equations, the impeller exit meridional velocity is unknown and the slip 

velocity cannot be determined. Thus, the model must be used in conjunction with meanline 

analysis tools to complete the system of equations. Once the slip velocity is determined from the 

model in conjunction with the meanline equations, and the slip factor can be calculated according 

to its definition: 

 ? = 1 − #�$%�"�  (5.6)

An iterative procedure is recommended to incorporate the new slip model for predictive use in the 

development of a new impeller design (rather than matching experimental data). To initialize the 

iteration, a guess of the efficiency is made to calculate the perfect flow guidance condition at the 

operating point of interest. The appropriate perfect flow guidance parameters are then provided to 

equation (4.8), (4.16), or (4.17) from the perfect flow guidance operating point to calculate the slip 

factor. The slip factor and appropriate loss models are used to calculate the actual operating 

condition. The newly calculated efficiency is then used to recalculate the perfect flow guidance 

conditions and a new value of slip factor, and so on, until the efficiencies of the perfect flow 

guidance condition and actual operating condition converge.  
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